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Abstract

This paper proposes that the same application running in a Platform as a Service

environment, which provides the same performance, will behave differently when using

different code bases. The same website has been built on top of four different coding

languages, Python, PHP, DotNet, and NodeJS, and hosted using the same environment

meaning there is no difference in computing power, location, network, or any other physical

difference one might experience within multiple on-premise datacentres. To measure the

performance, a benchmarking tool named JMeter has been used to run load tests over a

period of 30 days. The results have shown that PHP had the best score of 3.58 on a 5 Point

Likert Scale used in combination with a Weighted Matrix. Future studies should focus on

more complex applications and use other benchmarking tools to further evaluate the

performance within PaaS.



Literature Review

Cloud Computing is not a new phenomenon, but it has come again into the limelight when

the world was struck by the Global Pandemic. According to a Forbes article, “Public Cloud

Services are forecasted to grow 18.4% in 2021 to a total of $304.9 billion” (Aggarwal, 2020).

Companies and IT teams were in need to find solutions to support the new working from

home policies set by governments to protect the citizens. This created a challenge for many

companies as they were short on staff, had time constraints, knowledge was missing for the

implementation and another key factor was the shortage of equipment. The Cloud meets

most Business requirements as outlined in a report supported by the European Commission,

factors such as high availability, scalability, cost savings, security, and business resilience are

only a few benefits the cloud provides (Cloud-Computing: Business Requirements Analysis,

EU Commission, 2010). In a survey conducted by Gartner, 70% of companies using the cloud

today will expand their cloud spending to “preserve cash and optimize IT costs, support and

secure a remote workforce, and ensure resiliency,” in wake of the disruption caused by Covid

19.

There are different cloud services provided in the market, the three most common ones are

IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service) and lastly SaaS (Software as a

Service). IaaS provides storage and computing over the internet, this service is mostly used

when virtual infrastructure is required, this could be virtual computers, network, or storage.

PaaS provides a platform to developers to build their applications without having to worry

about the underlying infrastructure and when they need more computing depending on

their requirements, they can simply request it. SaaS is the terminology for services which as



fully managed by the provider, these internet based software applications can be accessed

by the enduser, examples of such are the Microsoft 365 suite products like Word, Outlook,

Excel etc. (Types of Cloud Computing - Definition | Microsoft Azure, 2022).

There has been much research conducted within IaaS, especially in their performance

compared to traditional computing methods. Researchers have investigated the energy

consumption, the performance and availability of this service using different models. One

such paper compared these models and evaluated them based on stochastic analyses (Ataie

et al., 2019). Others have introduced new models on how to better measure the

performance of these services using different statistical methods which provided multiple

performance evaluations (Zheng Li et al., 2014). Most of the research revolves around

experiments conducted within IaaS using different benchmarking tools which are publicly

available. Looking on the other side of the spectrum is PaaS, where the provider helps with

many parts of the environment there has not been such extensive research done.

The interest in PaaS services has increased not only due Covid but also considering the high

demand for serverless computing in the app development sector (Global Serverless

Architecture Market Nears $22 Billion by 2025 - Heavy Demand for Innovative Mobile Apps

& Growth in App Development - ResearchAndMarkets.Com, 2019). This technology allows

the Developers (DevOps) the opportunity to focus more on their applications without having

to worry about the underlying infrastructure, resulting in faster deployments, less overhead

and more innovation due to fewer limitations in the cloud f.e. more computing power than

traditional on-premise Servers. The research topic is centred around serverless Cloud

Services within Azure Cloud, more specifically the Azure App Services which fall under PaaS.



A serverless system is running the different components and dependencies required to run

an application in a set of containers, each of these manages a different part of the code base

or execution of a specified function. These systems have been popularized due to their

modular nature, a developer can manage/update one part of the Application without

interfering with the rest of the system. This allows for easy patching, updates and other

functionalities to keep the application running optimally. Azures App Service provides a

computational space that is partially managed by Microsoft, this system enables developers

to upload their code and run it without having to maintain the underlying Infrastructure

(Appendix 1). This service allows Developers the opportunity to focus on their code and

drive further innovation as the infrastructure management is taken care of by the cloud

provider.

There has been some research made around cloud benchmarks and how these perform

under heavy loads but not in the space of serverless computing. A study was conducted on

the creation of Cloud specific Benchmarking systems to help developers make a more

founded decision on which cloud provider to choose (Aversano et al., 2013). They have

identified that there is not enough benchmarking done to provide a reasonable amount of

information that developers can use to make their choices. They suggested the use of

intensive workloads that stress test the applications designed by the developers so they can

evaluate the cloud provider’s capabilities and shortcomings. A more recent study focuses on

benchmarks within the different service types IaaS, SaaS & Paas (Hwang et al., 2015). Here

they identify and suggest the several types of tools to measure cloud performance, but here

again, the use of heavy workloads is at the forefront to stress test the various applications.

This paper identified a gap in benchmark testing specifically within the PaaS area and



suggest further research to be conducted in this field. Based on the two aforementioned

papers we can see that there is a gap when it comes to benchmark testing Cloud

performance within the PaaS area.

To conduct this research, a framework/apparatus needs to be set in place for the tests and

evaluate the results. A research paper conducted an experiment where applications have

been measured using the JMeter Tool, this is an open-source software, which allows

measuring the performance of an application. The paper investigated the CPU, Memory, and

Response time of the application to look for errors within the code or its execution.

Furthermore, the authors have found that it is imperative to not only test the app with one

user but actually with a multitude as this resembles a real-life scenario (Ciugudean &

Gorgan, 2016).

The same approach will be taken for this experiment with a few modifications. Instead of

hosting the JMeter tool on a physical or virtual machine, the Azure Loadtesting service will

be used, which is a PaaS provided by Azure that is based on JMeter. It works exactly the

same way but has the benefit of not needing to create an additional environment for it and

Azure makes sure to provide all the needed resources without having to be concerned about

bottlenecks. As this experiment is investigating the performance within PaaS, the

applications will be hosted on the Azure App Service which provides a fully managed

environment to host the code without having to worry about the underlying infrastructure.

Instead of only running one application it will host 4 applications written in four different

coding languages, being NodeJS, Python, PHP and DotNet. The reason for choosing multiple

applications is since that there has been no exploration of how these perform against each



other running on PaaS, there has been research conducted for each coding language within

traditional Infrastructure, but these environments are prone to be very different from each

other. Meaning they have different hardware, network setups, location & bandwidth and

fluctuations which makes it difficult to compare the performance of apps. The Azure App

Service can provide the same environment for each application, which makes it possible to

compare the results of these apps and reduces the variations in other experiments. One

fluctuation will be needed to take into consideration and this is the fluctuation in the

datacentre/cloud itself, for this reason the loadtests from JMeter will be done twice a day

during the busiest times, 9 AM and 4 PM, this is where most people login and also are at a

point in the day where they are using most of the tools they need for their work. As the data

is bound to be different from day to day the experiment will run for 30 days, this will also

solidify the validity of the results.

This paper poses two hypotheses, firstly that even if the environment is the same the

applications will behave differently under load and secondly that there are fluctuations in

the datacentre which impact performance of these applications.



Methodology

To conduct this experiment and be able to evaluate the results, it requires a setup that

ensures the integrity of the results. The entire experiment will be automated, this will make

sure the benchmarking can be repeated every time using the same variables and conditions.

The setup will be discussed in the Apparatus section, but it comprises the JMeter Tool and

another Azure PaaS. The data itself will be processed using R, this provides tools to clean,

mutate and visually represent the data. The Apparatus has been designed to be

reproducible, meaning everything described can be reproduced and the tests can be setup

the same way and even expanded.

Once the data is gathered it needs to be evaluated and for this, a combination of a

Likert-Scale and Weighted Matrix is going to be used. A Likert-Scale is used to evaluate the

perception or performance of values that are predefined through either a questionnaire or

their importance to the research question (Vagias, Wade M, 2006). In combination with a

weighted matrix, it is possible to compare the performance of the different applications. The

weighted matrix gives the values a certain weight in percentages depending on their

importance to the overall results. The higher the importance, the higher their weight, in the

case of this research these are the performance indicators for Memory, CPU and Response

Time.



CPU is needed to follow through with the instructions provided by the programmer, Memory

is the amount of capacity needed to execute this process and the response time is how

quickly an end-user can get access to the application once the processes have finished.

These will be evaluated on their overall and fluctuating performance before, during and

after the loadtests ran on the applications.

A statistical method will be used to prove or disprove the hypothesis that the tests needed

to be run twice a day. It will evaluate the need for having to run the app in the morning and

afternoon and if the results would be different during these times or not. To measure this a

Welch T-test is going to be used, it compares the means of the different input variables and

sets a p-value which indicates if there is a correlation between the two or not (WELCH,

1947). In the case of this experiment, it will evaluate if there are any differences in there

results between the morning and afternoon or if there is a correlation between them.

Now that the different methods have been explained, there is the need to define the

variables that will be measured using the Likert-Scale in combination with the Weighted

Matrix.



Likert-Scale & Weighted Matrix

The Five-Step Likert Scale used for this experiment has been taken from a research paper

investigating the programmatic efficiency of production lines in the Metallurgy sector. It

looks at the performance of the programs using performance-based methods and their

average efficiency (Radivojević et al., 2018). The same scale will be used to evaluate the

different programming languages and their performance efficiency.

Table 1: Likert Scale Performance Measurement

Rating Meaning

5 Excellent Performance

4 Good Performance

3 Average Performance

2 Below the average performance

1 Bad Performance

There are a couple of variables that will need to be investigated, the three main ones are

Memory, CPU and Response Time. The Likert-scale will be used to determine the

performance of each application. The weighted Matrix will put a higher importance on

overall results in each category, which are comprised Overall Performance & Fluctuation,

Load Performance & Fluctuation.



Overall Performance is the efficiency of the apps, the data gathered also has data from

before and after the load test was conducted. The reason for that, it is needed to get a

general picture of the way the applications behave and not only during the high loads as this

would skew the results and make them not very usable. The data gathered will provide the

usage of CPU or Memory in percent, for the ones not familiar with computers, it is better to

have a lower percentage usage as this shows the resources are being used more efficiently.

The lower the figure the better the result, meaning on the Likert-Scale a satisfactory

performance would warrant a 4 or 5 depending on the performance of other applications.

The Fluctuation in overall performance is the range in which the application moves, e.g the

range for one application can lie between 5% and 15% percent over the overall experiment

period, which in this case is 10% of fluctuation, the smaller the fluctuation range the more

efficient the application runs.

Then there is the Load Performance, which measures the average efficiency of the

applications when under load. This indicates how well the apps have performed when there

was actual traffic on them, instead of just being available to the public without anything

happening. This factor is important because it can show how well an application can manage

load, also it shows if the rest of the performance CPU & Memory has performed good or bad

during these tests.

The Load Fluctuation works the same as the overall fluctuation, the range is measured to

show how stable the application ran during the load testing.



The weights applied are depended on the importance of each factor, overall and load

performance are more important indicators than fluctuation. The reason being that

fluctuation only provides a range and the stability of the apps, the overall performance

considers everything over the entire time range. The final weighting will look as follows:

Table 2: Weighted Matrix Template CPU & Memory

Weight DotNet NodeJS PHP Python

Performance

Overall 30%

Overall Fluctuation 20%

Load 30%

Load Fluctuation 20%

Total 100%

This is the weighted Matrix that will be used for Memory and CPU, the Matrix for Response

Time needs to be adjusted. It will only consider the overall results as the only data gathered

is the one under the load, there is no performance data gathered before and after the load

tests. As the data only contains information of the response time during the load test it will

need a further Response Range factor which measures the stability of the apps on a given

day instead of just looking at the average fluctuation. This provides a deeper look into the

performance of the app on an individual level, instead of just looking at their overall

fluctuation rate. Additionally, there will be another factor introduced, a third party tool that

measures the performance of the applications. The reason this was introduced is to have a

further tool to evaluate the results which cannot be influenced by the environment set in

place or the bias of the author and ensure the integrity of the results.

Table 3: Weighted Matrix Template Response Time

Weight DotNet NodeJS PHP Python



Performance

Overall 40%

Overall Fluctuation 30%

Response Range 20%

Webpagetest.org 10%

Total 100%

Lastly, all the results will be weighted one last time as the response time is more important

than the CPU or Memory performance. The reason being that applications are built to serve

endusers, as such the response time is of higher value to these compared to what happens

in the background. A user doesn’t care that an app runs at 30% CPU and is a great performer

even under load, the only result they are looking for is how quickly I get access to this

application. The final score will be derived from this weighted Matrix:

Table 4: Final Results Weighted Matrix

Weight DotNet NodeJS PHP Python

Performance

Response Time 40%

CPU 20%

Memory 20%

Total 100%



Apparatus

Azure App Service Plan

The experiment has been designed to measure code performance within a PaaS

environment. The chosen environment is Azure App Service, which provides

developers/companies with the possibility to host their applications without having to

maintain the underlying infrastructure. This is best visualized through the shared

responsibility model provided by Microsoft.

Graph 1: Microsoft Responsibility Model

Microsoft Shared Responsibility Model (TerryLanfear, n.d.)

The cloud provider takes full responsibility for the physical components of a datacentre,

network infrastructure as well as the operating system of virtual machines, Operating

System, Storage and many more. Further Microsoft takes partial responsibility over network

controls, applications and identity & directory infrastructure which implies the end-user also



needs to manage these systems to ensure that they are secured and configured correctly.

Lastly the end-user needs to take full responsibility over accounts & identities, devices, and

information & data.

Azure App Service, which from now on will be referred to as AAS provides developers with

many capabilities which in a traditional environment would require a lot of manual labour.

The research is focused on execution speed so features such as autoscaling and global

availability will not be discussed but it is important to highlight that these are some of APS

solutions which provide developers with the tools needed to run their applications

successfully. There is an important aspect to these features that need to be explored deeper

and that is how these systems scale, the underlying technology used are called “scale units”

or “stamps”, which are comprised of a cluster of servers (can have more than 1000) which

are hosted in Microsoft’s datacentres. The reason for using scale units is to make use of the

shared infrastructure provided by the pooling of serves, this provides applications a space

where they can scale in/out depending on the traffic/requests. The scale units are managed

through multiple regional “control units”, one of the most important ones manages the API

calls made through the Azure UI, command-line or REST API, it routes the requests through

the Azure Resource Manager which will gather all the necessary components (compute,

storage, connectivity, etc…) in order for the scale unit to deploy and provide the

functionality to the application (Appendix 1) (Kexugit, n.d.).

Important to note, is that the deployed application runs within a single scale unit, this is

fundamental to the experiment as this is needed to be able to compare the different code

bases. All the applications have been deployed in the same region and scale unit, meaning



they are comparable when evaluating their performance. Another aspect that needs to be

taken into consideration are the App Service Plans, these define how the resources are

allocated to the applications. There are two methods, a dedicated plan that reserves a set of

workers (server resources) in the scale unit pool which ensures that the application always

has these resources available. The second method is a shared plan, which can host multiple

applications from different customers, these share the resources hence there is no

guarantee that the apps get the needed capacity every time they run.

Graph 2: Azure Dedicated vs. Shared Plan

For this experiment a dedicated plan S2 (naming convention of plans, refer to Appendix 2)

was chosen to make the results comparable. Microsoft recommends using the S-Plans for

production workloads, furthermore it provides “network load balancing support

automatically distributes traffic across instances.” (Pricing – App Service for Linux | Microsoft

Azure, n.d.), which is the case for this experiment is a desired function and it is supposed to

emulate a production scenario. Each application has its dedicated pool of resources available

to them meaning all have the same amount of CPU, RAM, Networking and Throughput. In a



shared model all the applications could be hosted under one plan, this would interfere with

the experiment as these would be sharing resources and during load testing, they would

behave in an inconsistent manner, where one could take up all the resources while the

others are depleted, this would render the results unusable. Another option provided by the

App Service Plan is the operating system, the choice is between Linux which runs Apache

and Windows which makes the use of IIS (Internet Information System) both are Web

Servers the difference is that Linux provides this via open source and Microsoft has this

dedicated service. The choice of one over the other is not based on their capabilities and

drawbacks but on what the wider mass uses, according to “The Economic Times” over 70%

of Webpages are handled by Apache, hence this being the logical choice for this experiment

(What Is Web Server?, n.d.).

To summarize the environment for the applications is setup as follows:

- 4x S2 App Service Plans for dedicated resources

o 2 vCPUs which consist out of 200 ACUs (Azure Compute Units which are

translated into a dedicated size of Virtual Machine running the application

(mimckitt, n.d.))

o 3.5 GBs of memory (RAM)

o Linux running Apache webserver (automatically deployed during setup)

o 50 GB of Disk Storage

o Azure Region “North Europe”

o Naming of the Plan “DBSThesisAppPlan<name of app>”

Please see Appendix 3 for the JSON file, which shows the resources that have been deployed

by the Azure Resource Manager, furthermore, this can be used for the reproducibility of the

experiment.



Azure App Service

The next step for creating the environment is to connect the App Plan with the AAS, here the

runtime stack/framework for the applications is defined. The runtime stack is the type of

codebase that will be deployed for each application, the AAS provides pre-build frameworks

for all four code bases (.NET, Python, PHP, NodeJS) which the experiment will investigate

(cephalin, n.d.). During deployment, these frameworks will be created automatically, please

refer to the JSON in Appendix 4. To further demonstrate that these environments are

running the same resources, please refer to Appendix 5, here one can see that the Operating

System is based on Unix 5.4.0.1063, the same processor type and two vCores are

provisioned for the NodeJS and .Net environment.

Now that the environment has been defined and created it needs to be filled with life,

meaning the applications need to be deployed to the empty shells in the AAS. To simplify the

deployment Microsoft provides documentation and quick start guides on how to deploy a

pre-build small web application (cephalin, n.d.). These templates have been used to deploy

all web applications in the testing environment, here it is advised that the code used has

been designed and published by Microsoft developers. For the sake of this experiment, it

must be acknowledged that coding habits, techniques and best practices vary from

developer to developer. Developers could argue that parts of the code used could be

designed more effectively which in turn could affect the results of the experiment. This



perception is subjective and depends on the experience of developers, their backgrounds,

and many other factors. Furthermore, the author could also program the four code bases

differently than other programmers, for this reason the code provided by Microsoft was

used. It is to be assumed that this code has been vetted and evaluated thoroughly before

providing it to the public, hence it mostly should adhere to best practices and coding

standards.

The only modification made to the provided code is one simple HTML page that provides the

same interface for the experiment across all different code bases. This HTML page founds as

the front end required for the testing to be successful, it will allow for the load testing to run

equal loads against the same number of bytes, where the only difference is the underlying

code base. This exhibit of the web page demonstrates the interface that each of the four

web apps displays when called, across all applications the interface is identical as the same

HTML page being used (refer to Appendix 6 for HTML code).

Graph 3: Application Website



The HTML page has been added to every quick start setup provided by Microsoft, no other

modification has been made to the code. To deploy the code, Visual Studio Code has been

used in conjunction with the Azure Add-on, this allows to connect the local machine to the

Azure cloud and choose the already deployed AAS to push the code to the cloud (Appendix

7).

To summarize this is how the web applications have been deployed:

- 4x Azure App Services

o Naming convention DBSThesisWebApp<name off app>

o Each connected to the respective App Service Plan

o All deployed in location “North Europe”

o URL format https://dbsthesiswebapp<name of app>.azurewebsites.net



o Microsoft quickstart guides are used for deployment (cephalin, n.d.)

o HTML code added to code (Appendix 6)

At the time of writing the following URLs have been used to access the web applications

externally (these will no longer be available once the results have been gathered):

- https://dbsthesiswebappnodejs.azurewebsites.net

- https://dbsthesiswebappphp.azurewebsites.net

- https://dbsthesiswebapppython.azurewebsites.net

- https://dbsthesiswebappdotnet.azurewebsites.net

Due to the nature of how AAS works, it is not possible to “ping” (see Appendix 8) the page

for security reasons, to verify the pages are online and working a 3rd party service will be

used called “site24x7.com” (Monitor Website Uptime and Availability Worldwide: Site24x7

Tools, n.d.):

Graph 4: Site24x7 connectivity check

The page is available from multiple locations and that there are varying response times. This

is to be expected as the web application is being hosted in Europe and the test locations are

across the globe. We can see that Amsterdam has the least latency because it is the closest



to where the application is hosted. This could be mitigated by using a CDN (Content Delivery

Network), which would “cache” the website on servers that are closer to where end users

are trying to access it. This is not within the scope of the experiment, furthermore this

would not evaluate the code execution speed but the improvement of delay in response,

hence not relevant to the research paper.

Load Testing

Now that the web app is running successfully, the Load Testing system needs to be created

to stress test the applications and verify which app runs the most efficiently.

Load Testing refers to the practice of creating real world scenarios to evaluate

software/hardware, this entails for example the creation of “fake” or preferably referred to

as virtual users (Wescott, 2013). These virtual users simulate behaviour expected from real

users interacting with the systems, their behaviour is expressed within so called “test plans”

in which the steps these users take are defined (“IEEE Standard for Software and System Test

Documentation,” 2008). The test plans can be viewed as a roadmap that a virtual user takes

to navigate the application, directing them to move to a certain area of the page, open a

specific link, login to a page and emulate behaviour that is expected from real users. As the

name implies it is used to assess a certain “Load”, meaning a concurrent number of virtual



users runs through either the same, random or different motions to verify usability. The end

goal is to ensure that the software/hardware reacts in accordance with expectations of

end-users and developers alike, should the system not follow a desired outcome it needs to

be improved to meet the requirements. Another reason for performing load testing is not

only to satisfy the end-users but also the businesses, according to a survey conducted by

Gartner the average cost of network downtime is $5,600 per minute, which from a business

perspective can have a big impact (“The Cost of Downtime,” 2014).

The processes of Load & Stress testing are many times used interchangeably, nonetheless

both have distinct functions. As explained before, load testing is verifying the usability and

execution of an application while stress testing is trying to find the maximum amount of load

needed to break the application or force undesired outcomes (Load Testing vs. Stress

Testing, n.d.). The experiment being conducted is not trying to “break” the applications but

assessing the response and efficiency of the same load on different code bases.

There are multiple tools available to perform load testing, the most popular one is Apache

JMeter, the biggest reasons being that it is open source (free), well established and versatile

in the different types of tests it can conduct. It can evaluate most protocols used in apps

such as HTTP/S, SOAP, FTP, Databases, LDAP, TCP, etc., one thing to note is that it does not

work like a browser meaning it can’t e.g., execute JavaScript embedded in HTML Code

(Apache JMeter - Apache JMeterTM, n.d.). Another reason for using JMeter is that it has

been used in Academic Research before, Ciugudean & Gorgen (2016) used the tool to assess

the performance of web applications to identify usability issues.

Apache JMeter is a Java application which makes use of resources provided by a local

computer (CPU & RAM) to produce the virtual users needed to assess applications. This

poses a challenge for the experiment as the resources that can be provided depending on



the computer being used, these can fluctuate and thus over an extended period led to

different results. Furthermore, the location, network and up time of the local machine play a

role in the tests being conducted. One way to mitigate this would be to create a Virtual

Machine running in the same location as the application, in this case the Azure Cloud. This

option still requires the author to manually configure JMeter, ensure the Virtual Machine

has the necessary capabilities required to run the tests and guarantee its uptime during the

test. Another option is to make use of Azure Load Testing Service which is a PaaS that utilizes

JMeter in the background to perform the testing (ntrogh, n.d.). This brings the benefits of

not having to install & maintain JMeter, scaling local/virtual machines to provide the needed

capacity, simple to use interface and most importantly an integrated log collection service

which provides server & client-side metrics.

Azure Load Testing Service

As the Azure Load Testing Service is based on JMeter, hence it uses a JMeter Script to

perform the predefined tasks.

Graph 5: How Azure Loadtesting works



Either through manual triggering or a CI/CD such as GitHub or Azure DevOps, the JMeter

script is put into the test engine (compute resources) and then it will load test the desired

application. The information gathered by the test engine (client side) and dependent

application services (server side) is saved in logs which then can be evaluated through Azure

Monitor. All these components are used for the experience, beginning with the JMeter Script

which was extracted from Microsoft’s documentation on how to start using the service

(ntrogh, n.d.). The full script used can be found in Appendix 9, in this experiment there is no

need to go deeper into what the entire script entails but there is an important excerpt that

requires explanation:

1.        <stringProp name="ThreadGroup.num_threads">250</stringProp>
2.        <stringProp name="ThreadGroup.ramp_time">10</stringProp>
3.        <boolProp name="ThreadGroup.scheduler">true</boolProp>
4.        <stringProp name="ThreadGroup.duration">420</stringProp>
5.        <stringProp name="ThreadGroup.delay">5</stringProp>
6.        <boolProp name="ThreadGroup.same_user_on_next_iteration">true</boolProp>
7.      </ThreadGroup>
8.      <hashTree>
9.        <HTTPSamplerProxy guiclass="HttpTestSampleGui" testclass="HTTPSamplerProxy"

testname="Homepage" enabled="true">
10.          <elementProp name="HTTPsampler.Arguments" elementType="Arguments"

guiclass="HTTPArgumentsPanel" testclass="Arguments" testname="User Defined Variables"
enabled="true">

11.            <collectionProp name="Arguments.arguments"/>
12.          </elementProp>
13.          <stringProp

name="HTTPSampler.domain">dbsthesiswebappdotnet.azurewebsites.net</stringProp>

In line 1 the number of users is defined; in this case these are 250 Virtual Users that would

access the application concurrently. This is the maximum number of users that Azure Load

Testing Service can run per instance (compute resources), to have more users access the

application one has to increase the number of instances i.e., two instances equal to 500

users with a maximum 45 instances which would create 11,250 users (see Appendix 10 for

limitations). To define the “right” number of users for this experiment, one needs to run a

few load tests on the desired applications, there is no definite guide on how to choose the

amount of users. A good approach would be to use historical logs of real usage and



determine the necessary amount from there, the issue here is that the experiment does not

have historical data to rely on as this has not been evaluated in this form before (Logicify,

2018). The following simple test has been designed to determine the right number of users,

run the Azure Load Testing Service and increase the threads (users) by increments of 200

and see how the applications perform (CPU, RAM & Response time). The same test has been

run multiple times with an increased number of loads as follows:

- 200 (one instance a 200 users)

- 400 (two instances a 200 users)

- 600 (tree instances a 200 users)

- 800 (four instances a 200 users)

- 1000 (five instances a 200 users)

The results have been gathered and are shown below in a graph, which indicates that the

best load to run it on is five hundred users.

Graph 5: User Load test



Results over five hundred have shown a sharp decrease in performance of the application,

this would be considered stress testing, which is not in the scope of the research. For this

experiment two instances of 250 users have been chosen, these figures would differ

depending on the App Plan chosen in AAS, a “better” plan would have more resources

available, hence the number of users depends on the capacity available.

Line 2 in the JMeter script describes the amount of time needed to ramp up to 250 users, it

is set to 10 seconds which in this case means that every second 25 new users will access the

page. This value was predefined when using the templated provided by Microsoft, once

again there is no exact science behind the time required to ramp up. The values are

dependent on what type of testing is to be performed. There are different ways to set the

ramp up period, one would be the linear approach which increases the number of users

until it reaches the maximum, the second would be a stacked approach where the load

increases and stays at that level for a certain amount of time then increases again, the third



and last method would be a peaking approach were it follows the same pattern as linear

with the difference that at a certain time a user “peak” is added (see Appendix 11).

The linear approach has been chosen due to the replicability over a longer period, the

stacked & peak load would bring too many varied results when executed on different days in

the evening and morning. To ensure the experiment only performs one type of test, which is

replicated over the designated period with the intention to measure the efficacy of the code

executed the linear method is more suitable.

Line 4 of the Script is used to define the amount of time the test should run, in this case it is

420 which is 7 minutes in total. There are a few reasons for choosing this figure, firstly due

to costs of the experiment, secondly amount of data gathered, amount of data to be

analysed and performance testing indicates that within the first 7 minutes the same results

are gathered as over a 30-minute period. As can be seen from the below graph the response

time of the application goes through spikes, stays at a certain level then spike again.

Graph 6 & 7: Response Time Analysis 30 min vs 7 min



There is a discrepancy of ~4% between the response time, looking at CPU, Memory and

Server Response Time we see similar results.

Graph 8 & 9: CPU and Memory Analysis 30 min vs 7 min

In Memory we see a discrepancy of ~5%, Server Response Time ~3% and the biggest

difference is seen in CPU with ~19% but this is to be expected as this is the most used



resource when load testing. Looking at the graph one can see that the ramp up period for

the CPU takes about 4 minutes from nearly no usage to around 40% usage, in a 30-minute

test the average would be higher as the ramp up period is only around a seventh of the

entire time span. This still puts the results in an acceptable range as (44/30)*7 = ~10 and

(36/30)*7 = ~8 there is a minor discrepancy.

The next reason for choosing the timeframe of 7 minutes is a matter of cost, using these

cloud services comes at a cost and the Azure Load Testing service is the costliest of the

entire experiment. The service costs €9.007 per month and includes 50 Virtual User Hours,

every additional hour costs €0.136 for up to 9959 hours, there after €0.068 per hour (Azure

Load Testing - Pricing | Microsoft Azure, n.d.). These are the costs broken down for load

testing four applications over the course of 30 days, twice a day for 30 minutes:

Table 5: Cost of experiment 30-Minute Load Test

Monthly Fee 9.007

Virtual user hours (500 Users) 500 x .5 (30 minutes) x 2 (twice daily)= 500

hours per day x 30 (days) = 15.000 hours

Subtracting included 50 hours a month 14.950

€0.136 per hour 14.950 x 0.136 = 2033.2

4 Applications 2033.2 x 4 = 8132.8

+ Cost of running applications 601.92

Whereas the costs for only running it for 7 minutes show it to be a more feasible

undertaking.

Table 6: Cost of experiment 7-Minute Load Test

Monthly Fee 9.007

Virtual user hours (500 Users) ((((500 x 7) x 2)/60)x30) = 3500 hours

Subtracting included 50 hours a month 3450



€0.136 per hour 3450 x 0.136 = 469.2

4 Applications 469.2 x 4 = 1876.8

+ Cost of running applications 601.92

For the discrepancy of a maximum 5% in the results, the practicality of running it only for 7

minutes out ways the costs and saves this experiment over €6000. The last factor that was

taken under consideration was the amount of data produced, a 30-minute load test created

approximately 1.000.000 rows of data, twice daily for four applications over 30 days that

would accumulate to 240.000.000 rows x 6 columns = 1.440.000.000 datapoints. This would

take a lot of computing power to analyse using R, whereas the 7-minute window creates ~

300.000 rows which translates into 108.000.000 data points. Lastly Line 13 in the code

describes the application to be evaluated, the URL is used to point the Azure Load Testing

Service to the destination on which to perform the test. As this script would only be used for

one application it has been created four times to be run simultaneously.

To summarize this is how the load testing service has been deployed:

- Azure Load Testing Service to reduce complexity and infrastructure management

- JMeter Script provided by Microsoft

- Linear approach

- 500 Virtual Users

- 10 second ramp up

- 7 minutes load testing (cost saving, low discrepancy to longer test time, data

amount)

Now the environment needed to run the tests has been created, the right parameters

defined, and the applications are running. To get meaningful results, data must be

generated, stored, and processed. To achieve this the integration of Azure DevOps comes



into play with a combination of storage blobs and logic apps. Also, the recurring load tests

are managed by Azure DevOps, the goal of using these additional services is to automate the

entire process so once all the tests have ended the data only needs to be analysed.

Automation

Graph 10: Automation of Experiment Architecture

The above diagram consolidates the configurations so far, four applications running

independently from each other all can be evaluated using the load testing system in place.

Once it does a successful run it will all be saved in the Log Analytics Workspace, which is

Azure native logging system. Here the data can be evaluated, and Dashboards can be

created for visualization. The issue being now this entire process is manual and requires to

be started twice daily, then the resulting logs are downloaded and stored in either a local

machine or the cloud. To automate the entire process two pieces have been introduced, one

being a simple Logic App, which runs the queries in the logs and also Azure DevOps which

allows the scheduling of the tests.



Azure DevOps is Microsoft DevOps (Development Operations) tool, which provides

developers with a space to collaborate on code. It goes beyond simple storage of code, it

helps with the continuous integration process required to keep applications or any other

software development running, updated and checked for errors before deployment

(chcomley, n.d.). In this experiment it has been used to automate the load testing and

storage of the client-side results into a Blob, this is Microsoft’s cloud storage solution which

can house massive amounts of data at a relatively low cost (tamram, n.d.). To automate the

load test, the use of Pipelines was employed, Pipelines are used to automatically run and

test code in projects (juliakm, n.d.), which in this project is essential to not have to run the

experiment twice daily on four applications for the duration of 30 days. Pipelines employ a

format named YAML which “is a human-friendly data serialization language for all

programming languages” (The Official YAML Web Site, n.d.), using this one can define

different pieces of code needed to run the experiment.

1. trigger:
2. - main
3.
4. pool:
5. vmImage: windows-latest
6.
7. steps:
8. - task: AzureLoadTest@1
9. inputs:
10. azureSubscription: 'Microsoft Azure(xxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx)'
11. loadTestConfigFile: 'DotNetWebApp/DotNetLoadtest.yml'
12. resourceGroup: DBSThesisWebApps
13. loadTestResource: 'DBSThesisLoadTesting'
14.
15. - publish: $(System.DefaultWorkingDirectory)/loadTest
16. artifact: results
17.
18. - task: PowerShell@2
19. inputs:
20. targetType: 'inline'
21. script: |
22. Expand-Archive -LiteralPath '$(System.DefaultWorkingDirectory)/loadTest/results.zip'

-DestinationPath '$(System.DefaultWorkingDirectory)/loadTest'
23.
24. Import-Csv $(System.DefaultWorkingDirectory)/loadTest/testreport.csv -Delimiter "," | Select

timeStamp,elapsed,responseCode,Latency,IdleTime,Connect | Export-Csv
$(System.DefaultWorkingDirectory)/loadTest/temp.csv -Delimiter "," -Encoding UTF8 -notypeinfo

25.



26. $date=$(Get-Date -Format FileDateTime)
27.
28. Rename-Item $(System.DefaultWorkingDirectory)/loadTest/temp.csv ($date + ".csv")
29.
30. Remove-Item $(System.DefaultWorkingDirectory)/loadTest/testreport.csv
31.
32. - task: AzureFileCopy@3
33. inputs:
34. SourcePath: '$(System.DefaultWorkingDirectory)/loadTest/*.csv'
35. azureSubscription: 'Microsoft Azure(xxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx)'
36. Destination: 'AzureBlob'
37. storage: 'dbsthesisstorage'
38. ContainerName: 'dotnettestresults'

The YAML file is broken down into multiple sections, each running its own job to automate

the experiment. Line 1-2 defines when the pipeline should be triggered, currently it is not

possible to run a reoccurring schedule over code and the GUI needs to be employed

(steved0x, n.d.) (see Appendix 12 for Schedule).

Line 4-5 requests the system to employ a Windows Virtual machine to run the code, one

could also use a Linux machine but later in the code PowerShell is used which only runs on

Windows. Line 8-13 triggers the Azure Load Testing Service, it connects to the Azure

Subscription in which the test should be run, the Subscription ID has been omitted with

“xxxx” due to security reasons. To run the load test it needs the testing JMeter script (see

Appendix 9), which is pulled from the “DotNetLoadtest.yml” (see Appendix 13). It then

knows in what resource group and what load testing service to run to generate the results.

Line 15-16 will ensure the results of the client-side tests are saved in a temporary storage.

Line 18-30 runs a PowerShell Script which does some transformation on the data, it starts

with unpacking the zip file in the temporary storage containing the data (Line 22).

After Line 24 it opens the csv file and extracts the following columns

“timeStamp,elapsed,responseCode,Latency,IdleTime,Connect”, the reason being that the

load testing service gets more information than required, furthermore this will reduce the



amount of data and the size of the files ( more details in the Data Exploration section). Line

26 creates a variable that contains the current time and date, this will be used to change the

temporary files name to keep a clean record of each test. The file is renamed using the

variable $date and “.csv” is appended to be able to open the file later, lastly the temporary

file is deleted (Line 28-30). There is one issue that needs to be tackled, which is the access to

the test results, they are saved in a temporary storage, but it would require pulling them

manually from the Pipeline run. This is where the last piece of the code comes in, from Line

32-38 a command-line tool called “AzCopy” (normesta, n.d.) is used to move the file from its

temporary storage to a permanent storage (Azure Blob), so it can be extracted for processing

after all the tests have run successfully (see Appendix 14 for Container).

Now the client-side metrics are being gathered in one central repository for further analysis,

the last piece missing is the server-side results. Meaning the results for CPU and Memory

need to be pulled during the load tests are running to be analysed. The compute resources

are running in the App Plan as described in the section “Azure App Service Plan”, meaning

the data needs to be retrieved from there. The App Service Plan allows to visualize the

Metrics and retrieve the logs using KQL (Kusto Query Language).

Graph 11: Query of CPU Logs using KQL



As it is easier to retrieve the information form the logs, the following query has been

created:

AzureMetrics | where MetricName == "CpuPercentage"

With a Time Stamp of 24 hours and as a scope all four app plan have been chosen so the

data from all four applications can be gathered at once:

Graph 12: Final Query with all four applications data



The same method was employed to retrieve the results for the Memory using the following

query:

AzureMetrics| where MetricName == "MemoryPercentage"

Once again this is a manual method and would need to be executed at least once a day with

the manual download of the data. To automate these processes a Logic App has been

introduced, these are used “for creating and running automated workflows that integrate

your apps, data, services, and systems.“ (ecfan, n.d.). The following Logic App has been

created to retrieve the data and store it in the Azure Blob Container:

Graph 13: Logic App for Server-side Results

The Logic App runs 6 times a day, each time it retrieves 1 hour of logs between 8-10 AM and

15-17 PM. The reason chosen for this time periods is to have information 1 hour before,

during and 1 hour after the load test has run, also it makes it easier to then distinguish at

what time it ran. The two sections “Run Query and List Results” are once used for CPU and

the second time for Memory, here again the scope chosen was the four App Plans containing

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-overview#workflow


the applications. The results have simply been listed, so to have them in a readable format

these are parsed into a CSV file. Once again to ensure the readability of the files, the file

name consists out of Date and Time when the query was run.

Lastly it will create the file and move it to the Azure Blob Storage where there is a container

for the CPU results and a second one for the Memory results. The Logic App can also be read

as code, the code for this Logic App can be found in Appendix 15, the JSON has been

provided for reproducibility (Note, the IDs for the Subscription and Log Analytics Workspace

have been omitted with xxxx due to security reasons).

To summarize the automation steps taken:

- Azure DevOps has been used to run the load test automatically for all four

applications

o The results are processed and only the needed columns are extracted

o Name of the file is changed to date & time of testing

o The file with the data is then moved to a Blob Storage

- Azure Logic App has been used to retrieve server-side metrics automatically

o Runs multiple times a day to retrieve different data points

o Uses a Kusto Query to pull data from logs

o Creates file name using date & time

o Moves files into Azure Blob for processing

The result of the entire Apparatus can be seen in the following simplified architecture:



Graph 14: Architecture Diagram of components used in Experiment



Results

Memory

Before the data can be used it needs to be merged out of the different files which were

saved during the experiment. A simple Command Line function has been used to

concatenate the results "copy *.csv name-of-new-file", which took all the csv files, copied its

contents, and merged them into a new file. The data consists out of ~43k rows and 41

columns, not all information is relevant, especially values such as the subscription ID will

need to be taken out for security reasons. The only columns that are relevant for the

research are TimeGenerated, Resource, and Total.

Graph 15: Memory Data

To be able to process the data it needs to be classified correctly, TimeGenerated needs to be

converted into a date&time format, Resource consists out of characters so it will be defined

as a string and lastly Total are numeric values. The Resource contains the names of the

different applications, to clean the data further the contents will be adjusted e.g.,

"DBSTHESISAPPPLANDOTNET" will be transformed into "DOTNET". This will make it easier to

plot graphs down the line and make them understandable. The Total column consists of the

average memory usage gathered during one 1 minute of data gathered.



Graph 16: Processed Memory Data

To clean the data further all the 184 NA (Not Available) values have been cleared from the

dataset. These could have been introduced during the collection of data where the tools

used were either not able to retrieve the data or it has been scrambled during the collection

process. As there are only 184 out of the roughly 43k values which are not usable, these can

be seen as negligible and have no impact on the results as they represent less than 0.5% of

the total observations.

Graph 15: Memory Data Summary

Looking at the summary of the data, the lowest registered memory usage was 30% and the

maximum 122%, the overall average consumption of all four applications lies at 46.25%. The

time seen is from when the experiment started on the 2022-04-06 to the 22-05-07, which

represents the one-month testing.

Histograms of all applications have been plotted to better understand the data distribution.

Graph 16: Memory Data Histogram



The PHP and Python application values are fairly consistent and in a range between 30~50%

of memory usage. Whereas DOTNET has a wider distribution between 30~70%, NodeJS has

the biggest range of all the apps ranging from 30~90%. The red-dotted line represents the

mean, as the distribution of the values impacts the mean once again the observation can be

made that PHP & Python average at around 40%, DotNet at 50% and NodeJS at around 60%

of memory usage during the experiment. The graphs also indicate the "stability" of the

application, where e.g., Python stays within a tighter range as most values lie within the

same area and on the other side of the spectrum NodeJS shows a lot of fluctuation over a

wider range.



Now that the data has been cleaned and its distribution better understood it can be used for

processing and evaluation. Starting with the difference between the four applications overall

performance, a plot has been generated which groups the memory usage per application

during the entire testing period.

Graph 17: Memory Usage per App

To visualize the trend in memory usage, the mean of each day has been calculated and then

plotted to a graph. The graph shows all four applications and the average memory

consumption over the 30-day period. All applications have shown an increase of memory

usage up until the 11th of April, PHP and Python apps have had a gradual increase of 1~2%

so there is no major difference between the beginning of the testing and the end period.

DotNet and NodeJS had bigger increases up until the 11th of around 2~10%, and the period

after the 11th shows a significant change in both behaviours. DotNet has registered a

decline in memory usage up until the 18th and then a rapid growth from 46% to 54% by the

end of the experiment whereas NodeJS had a stable period from the 11th up until the 25th

just above 50%, only after the 25th it increased drastically to up to 80% memory usage.



Compared to DotNet, NodeJS has seen a much bigger hike in memory usage by over 25%

from the 25th, the usage in DotNet is still within a normal range where the minimum lies at

47% and the maximum at 54%, this can be deemed a normal fluctuation in memory. PHP

and Python show a similar fluctuation ranging between 38% and 41%, meaning that

DotNet's behaviour is comparable to these, thus making its fluctuations acceptable. NodeJS

follows a distinct pattern from the other applications, it had the longest stable period from

the 11th to the 25th whereas the other three apps have made more significant moves, there

is a downtrend that can be observed in the PHP and Python apps, these have consumed less

memory and thus have performed better than the other two applications during this time

period. All applications have registered an uptick from the 25th on thus showing that all

have behaved again similarly, this result shows that they have moved according to

fluctuations in the memory available to them in the datacentre or the datacentre having

updated the capacity available. NodeJS did not follow the minor uptick but has actually

increased its memory consumption drastically. This could be attributed to a memory leak

within the NodeJS application, a memory leak happens when allocated memory is not

released after usage and keeps on consuming more memory over a period of time

(“Memory Leak,” 2022). To investigate this behaviour the logs of the Linux machine can

provide some detail, as the uptick started from the 25th on the process logs have been pulled

for every 3 days until the 02nd of May. Two processes are that are continuously consuming

more memory as time goes by, these are “npm” which is a package handler that takes care

of NodeJS packages, and the other process is “node” which represents the NodeJS

application. On the 25th “node” consumed 8.9% memory and “npm” 5.9%, on the same day

a few hours later these have increased to 9.3% and 6.1%. On the 28th there was a significant

increase to 11.7% for “node” and 9.4% for “npm”, the same is observed for the 02nd of May



with increases to 12.3% and 15.6%. This proves that the NodeJS application is experiencing a

memory leak, hence the memory usage increased over the last 2 weeks of the application

running (see Appendix 16). There is an article provided by a Microsoft employee on how to

track and mitigate such memory leaks in NodeJS, meaning this is a known issue and can be

addressed by optimizing the app and finding the exact process that is creating the leak

(Investigate Node.Js Memory Leak Issue in Linux App Service, 2021)

So far, the applications showing the most promising memory performance are PHP and

Python. To better visualize the memory usage a boxplot has been created.

Graph 18: Memory Usage Boxplot

The Boxplot shows that PHP has a clear lead when it comes to the efficiency of memory

usage compared to the other applications. To further prove the difference between the

applications a graph having the memory usage of all four has been plotted.



Graph 19: Memory Usage Overview

This graph can clearly show that PHP has performed the best of all four applications when it

comes to memory usage. It also shows just how drastic the increase is within the NodeJS

application. It has been performing better than the DotNet application in the first few days

but then it did not change its course anymore and has only increased its memory

consumption until it spiked from the 25th on. Looking at the fluctuation NodeJs does not

perform the poorest, it has fewer outliers than DotNet which is showing a high fluctuation

rate when it comes to Memory usage.

Graph 20: Memory Usage Fluctuation



Again, PHP and Python perform the best out of the four apps, they follow a similar pattern

but Python has more outliers than PHP thus making it less stable than PHP. When looking at

the overall performance and fluctuations in memory usage PHO outperforms all the other

applications and is the clear winner. But what about the differences in performance during

the two loadtesting periods happening in the morning and afternoon, is there a observable

difference between the times of day.

Graph 21: Memory Usage Morning vs. Afternoon

The experiment was built according to the assumption there would be fluctuations in the

datacentre, for this reason it was decided to run the load testing twice a day in the morning



and afternoon. The graph shows there is a slight difference between the times of the day so

the hypothesis could be proven true that there are fluctuations, but are these of any

statistically significance that would require the experiment to be done the same way to

reproduce the results? To determine if there is a difference the Welch Two Sample t-test is

employed to check if there is a statistically significant difference between the two time

periods.

Graph 22: Memory Usage T-Test Results Morning vs. Afternoon

The t-test shows that there is no statistical difference between the two times of day, the

p-value indicates that there is a 7 in 1000 chance of the values being outside the norm thus

making it statistically significant. This proves that the experiment could have been done once

a day and the results gathered would have not deviated significantly. To represent this

graphically a boxplot has been created, here there is no observable difference between the

times of day, thus making it irrelevant if the data would have been gathered in the morning

or the afternoon.

Graph 23: Memory Usage Morning vs. Afternoon Boxplot



To visualize the load test performed the following graph shows that twice a day there are

spikes in performance.

Graph 24: Memory Usage Loadtest spikes Morning vs. Afternoon

This represents the double testing done every day during the experiment. An interesting

observation can be made on around the 20th, all four applications register a spike in

memory consumption during the afternoon. This is also the same date when the apps

overall performance sees a dip, this correlates with earlier observations. There has been no



sign of changes in the datacentre, at least none that has been reported to the public.

Looking at the Azure Status History, there have been no issues in the North Europe

Datacentre (https://status.azure.com/en-us/status/history/), furthermore there have been

no news announcements during that period. There can be two assumptions made, one is

that other application from other companies/users in the same pool have been moved to a

higher/lower tier of consumption and the efficiency of the pool has increased hence a quick

spike during migration then more resources available to the ones remaining in the pool. The

other theory would be that the datacentre has introduced new hardware and to provide the

shared pool with more power, the spike can't be explained by this theory, but the

improvement of memory afterwards can. It might also be a combination of these factors,

but there is no certain way to prove the theories as only the provider Microsoft could say for

certain.

This graph shows the memory consumption during the two testing periods on the 8th of

April, the date has been chosen at random it is to simply show the behaviour of each app.

Graph 25: Memory Usage Loadtest specific date



There are a couple of observations that can be made, NodeJS so far had performed poorly

compared to the other apps, but here it can be seen that during a load test it performs quite

well. The ramp up period where the load test intensifies it only increases the memory usage

by less than 10%, meaning it manages the load quite well. But after the load test is finished

it does not go back to earlier levels of consumption, it stays above it. The same behaviour

can be seen during the afternoon for PHP and the morning for DotNet, while Python does

not seem to change much its performance pattern during the load test. So far PHP had been

the best contender for Memory usage on an overall scale but looking at the graph it appears

to be having the second worst performance just behind DotNet, it shows an increase by

~15% and then a sharp decrease to normal levels after the load testing has been finished. It

shows that PHP is not as good as other apps when dealing with higher loads.

Graph 26: Memory Usage Load test spike Morning

To further prove the different behaviours during the load tests one test in the morning is

taken to show how the test affects the memory consumption. As previously seen Python



registers nearly no change in behaviour during the tests, it has a minor spike then goes back

to normal levels, it is the best performing during the load testing. NodeJS showing a similar

pattern also does not see a strong increase in memory usage during the tests, while DotNet

and PHP make use of more memory during the same period. The main difference between

these is that PHP gradually goes back to normal levels as for DotNet sees a sharp decline in

usage but then stays above its pre-test level.

Graph 27 & 28: Memory Usage Loadtest Fluctuation Morning & Afternoon

Through the entire experiment Python has not shown considerate spikes during the load

tests, while NodeJS and DotNet demonstrated higher fluctuation and an overall increase in

memory consumption, this applies to the tests done during the morning and afternoon. PHP

has been stable during the first 2-week period but started to register higher fluctuation

during the last 2 weeks but has not shown an increase as steep as NodeJS or DotNet. The

performance during the load tests is strongly correlated with the applications overall

performance as can be seen when comparing graph 26 with graphs 27 and 28. This shows

that even outside of the load testing some apps have indeed performed more efficiently

than others.

Table 7: Memory Weighted Matrix



Weight DotNet NodeJS PHP Python

Performance

Overall 30% 3 1 5 4

Overall Fluctuation 20% 1 3 5 4

Load 30% 1 4 3 5

Load Fluctuation 20% 3 1 4 5

Total 100% 2 2.3 3.9 4.5

CPU

To analyse the CPU performance, the same set of sets have been taken for the data clean up

as in the Memory section. The final data consists out of ~43k rows and 3 columns, again

consisting out of the Resource which are the applications, the Total shows the percentage of

CPU used and Time shows when the data was gathered.

Graph 29: CPU Data



The data shows that CPU usage has a wider range than Memory usage, the lowest value is

1% and the highest 100%. The average memory consumption by all the applications during

the experiment period is 10.23%, and the time passed during the testing is the same as the

Memory from the 2022-04-06 to the 2022-05-07.

Graph 30: CPU Data Summary

To begin the analysis a look at the distribution of the data through a Histogram is applied.

Graph 31: CPU Data Histogram



Compared to the results for Memory, the CPU consumption ranges are much lower. For

Python, PHP and NodeJS most usage goes from 1% to ~12% and all are left skewed showing

that there is no typical bell curve (red-dotted line). This means that the data is not normally

distributed and has two or more peaks. The scale for DotNet had to be adjusted as there is a

wider distribution of the data than for the other applications, most values range from 1~50%

then it slumps and picks up again from ~90% to 100% of CPU usage. This result can already

prove that the DotNet application has had higher CPU consumption compared to the other

applications, thus not performing as well.

To better understand the usage over the period of the experiment the average CPU

performance by day has been plotted, grouping the results by the application.

Graph 32: CPU Performance for all applications



The CPU usage does not show similar patterns to the memory usage, there are many

differences between the applications and how they behave over the period. Python and

NodeJS have both shown a decline in CPU usage after the 11th, nonetheless Python has

outperformed NodeJS overall as it has kept levels between ~5% to 7% whereas NodeJS

consumed between ~6.4% to 7%. But from a fluctuation perspective NodeJS has only

registered changes in the value of around 0.6% of CPU usage, Python fluctuated at around

2.5% but the levels dropped continuously which again shows a better performance pattern.

PHP has seen a continuous increase since the beginning of the experiment, it is very gradual

and went from ~8.1% to 8.5%, also showing an exceptionally low fluctuation trend of ~0.4%

compared to Python. PHP has shown the lowest change in CPU performance throughout the

experiment and Python has the lowest overall CPU consumption. The DotNet app has shown

the same performance of ~10% up until the 18th of April, after that it has registered a steep

increase to over ~40%. It shows the biggest increase in CPU performance of over 30% and

has performed the worst compared to the other apps. This increase could be attributed to

processes running in the background that have either not realised that they should be

finished, so called “Zombie Processes” or some processes have picked up usage over time.



Looking into the logs of the Linux machine one can see those processes such as “sleep”,

“tcpping” and “tcptraceroute” have increased their consumption over time. Three days were

checked to see that there has been an increase 25th & 28th of April and the 02nd of May. The

“sleep” process went from 5% CPU utilization on the 25th to 55% on the 4th, “tcpping”

increased from 5% to 20% and these were running outside of the loadtesting. So, there has

been a general increase in CPU consumption from the running processes, there have also

been observed multiple Zombie processes such as tcpping and tcptraceroute, which were

the culprits in the higher consumption, thus accumulating over time and slowly siphoning

off more CPU (See Appendix 17). These processes are networking protocols which show

there seems to be an issue here, probably the application is reaching out or thinks there is

still traffic coming in.

To better visualize the difference between the apps, they have been plotted on the same

graph instead of separating them.

Graph 32: CPU Performance Overview



It can be clearly seen that the DotNet application has used a significant amount of CPU

compared to the other apps. Up until the 11th the other three apps have followed a similar

trend but then Python diverged from the others and proven to have a better performance.

NodeJS and PHP have had a very stable run during the experiment without much fluctuation

in performance. To establish which of the two (NodeJS and PHP) has performed better in

regard to fluctuation the following graph can provide more insights.

Graph 33: CPU Performance Fluctuation

PHP has only one major outlier while NodeJS has many and thus a higher fluctuation rate,

which proves that PHP had the better constant performance. Python may have used less

CPU but has fluctuated more than PHP and DotNet can’t be considered stable as it had a

very sharp increase after two weeks of testing.

Once again, the hypothesis that there is fluctuation in performance needs to be put to the

test for CPU performance.



Graph 34: CPU Performance Morning vs. Afternoon

The graph shows that there is again nearly no difference between the CPU consumption in

the morning and afternoon. The T-test shows that there is no significant difference between

the results of the morning and afternoon as well, thus proving that the experiment could

have been limited to once a day and disproving that the apps perform differently due to

datacentre fluctuations during the day.

Graph 35: CPU Performance Welch T-Test Morning vs. Afternoon

The next graph shows the load test conducted during the 30-day period and how CPU

performance has been impacted by it.



Graph 36: CPU Performance Morning vs. Afternoon Load test spikes

The first notable observation is that DotNet shows there has been an increase in general

CPU consumption and the levels never drop after the tests, they keep on climbing.

Furthermore, the CPU goes up to 100% during the testing, it makes no difference in the

morning or afternoon. This shows that the DotNet app is running at capacity while the 500

test users access the application at the same time. The same happens for PHP, the app is

always at maximum capacity once the tests run, meaning both these applications have

difficulties with the load applied or simply require more CPU than the others to manage the

requests. Python comes in 3rd when looking at the performance, during the testing it goes up

to 75% but there is an interesting development that the others (NodeJS and PHP) only

perform once. After the 18th multiple times, in the morning and sometimes in the afternoon

only spikes to about roughly 15% of CPU usage. The other apps only do this once in the

morning and afternoon of the 18th, again it can only be speculated that the same as



described in the memory results, that around this time period there was a change made in

the datacentre by the provider. DotNet appears to have the same reaction as Python but less

frequent making it to appear to be more of a fluke than anything concrete. The best

performing application is NodeJS with a usage of 50% up until the 18th and after up to ~60%,

this interestingly is an increase in CPU usage which before was not seen, it has been deemed

a very stable app when it comes to CPU but this shows that there is indeed more usage for

the last two weeks of the experiment. Nonetheless it has outperformed the other apps

significantly and therefore is the clear winner in this category.

To better understand how the individual apps perform during a test one day has been taken

out of the period to show their performance during the morning and afternoon.

Graph 36: CPU Performance Morning vs. Afternoon Load test specific day

All apps see a sharp increase in CPU usage during the load testing, in roughly one minute

they reach the maximum usage during the testing. PHP and DotNet show a similar pattern

where the performance goes to 100%, stays at this rate during the entire test then rapidly

reduces again to their normal state, there is no difference between the morning and



afternoon. Python behaves a little bit different than the other three apps during this day, it

did register an increase to 75% during the morning but in the afternoon it hovers around

30% during the load testing, as seen in the previous graph there are a couple of days where

the performance differs between the morning and the afternoon, but the usual performance

lies at 75%. NodeJS is performing better than the other apps, it follows the same pattern of

sharp increase followed by a quick decrease but goes to ~50% of CPU usage during both

periods in the day. When zooming a bit in and looking at the morning performance, NodeJS

does something interesting, where the other apps follow the pattern of steep increase

followed by a prolonged constant CPU load with a sharp decrease, it peaks and then reduces

slowly.

Graph 36: CPU Performance Morning Load test

Instead of having a constant load pushing the CPU, NodeJS can manage the requests better

during the load test as it peaks during the ramp up period of the 500 users but once the load

reached the maximum number of users the app will then reduce the CPU usage. This shows

that NodeJS can better manage the load testing compared to the other apps, instead of having

to constantly provide CPU to handle the number of users, it actually is able to reduce the

CPU load. This would also show that it runs the most stable compared to the other apps and



fluctuates less during load testing, to investigate this a plot is created with the load tests and

their divergence during the morning and afternoon.

Graph 37 & 38: CPU Performance load test Fluctuation

The graph proves the earlier assumption that NodeJS has the least amount of deviation from

its performance during the load testing. DotNet has registered the highest fluctuation in CPU

performance, which correlates with all the earlier findings, it has performed the poorest

overall as well. Interestingly PHP had previously shown a better overall performance when

looking at fluctuation, but in the case of the load tests it has a very high fluctuation rate,

here Python actually performs better but also shows a higher rate of fluctuation compared

to the overall performance.

Table 7: CPU Performance Weighted Matrix

Weight DotNet NodeJS PHP Python

Performance

Overall 30% 1 4 3 5

Overall Fluctuation 20% 1 4 5 3



Load 30% 1 5 3 4

Load Fluctuation 20% 1 5 3 4

Total 100% 1 4.5 4 4.1

NodeJS has performed best out of all the applications, it scored a strong 4.5 while DotNet

has failed in every category leaving it with 1 which is the worst possible score. PHP and

Python have performed quite similar across the board, but Python has shown better

performance in the overall categories which are weighted more than the fluctuations,

nonetheless it was the best performer in the overall fluctuation category making it the most

stable of all of the apps outside of load testing.



Response Time

The data gathered for the client-side results made up of a lot more entries than the CPU &

Memory results. It was gathered separately during the experiment and needed to be

concatenated, furthermore, to distinguish between the results an extra column has been

added with the name of the applications. The data is formed out of roughly 67 million rows

and 7 columns, the most important data points are Latency, the time series “y” and the

Resource. The reason for choosing these values is as follows, looking at the summary

multiple things can be seen. The elapsed time has an exceedingly small deviation from the

latency, it is not needed to be evaluated as it simply counts the time passed since the

request was sent to the application until it came back. The response code is always 200,

which means the request has succeeded and in the case of this experiment, not once the

tests result in the apps not being available and always reachable during the load test. It

would have been interesting to see if any of the applications would fail to respond to the

requests sent, but this would probably only be possible when doing a stress test where the

objective is to overload the apps. The idle time is the amount of time the lasting service was

idle and in the case of this experiment it has run without fail.

Graph 39: Response Time Summary



The first glimpse of the latency data already reveals some information, the minimum

response time was 1 ms, the average of all applications lies at nearly ~900ms and the

maximum lies at 16236 ms which translates to 16.236 seconds. Meaning one of the

applications performed poorly when the load had been applied. To better understand the

response time (latency) of the apps a histogram has been plotted which shows the

distribution of the data.

Graph 40: Response Time Histogram

DotNet and PHP have a much lower range than NodeJS and Python where their response

time is mostly over 2500 ms. NodeJS averages at around 3000 ms and Python is at roughly

2800 ms, meaning both these apps have performed poorly compared to DotNet and PHP.



Looking at DotNet it can be seen that it has a much wider range than the other applications,

it can stretch between the lower hundreds to up to around 1300 ms. On the other hand,

PHP is showing a range between 300ms and 700 ms, it indicates that the results are fairly

constant and the applications stable, the same goes for Python where most action happens

in a range of roughly 500ms whereas DotNet and NodeJS are more spread out, thus being

not as stable. To better analyse the results the average daily usage has been plotted again at

the time the experiment took place.

Graph 41: Response Time Performance all Applications

NodeJS response time is higher than previously observed, on average it ranges between

3100 and 3400ms and up until the 11th it had been dropping meaning the response time

actually improved, but then it went higher constantly up until the end of the experiment. All

the four apps have shown the same pattern, an improvement of response time followed by

an increase, Python did follow the trend up to the 18th but then improved in the last 2 weeks

of the experiment going from the initial 2750ms down to 2600ms. DotNet actually followed

a different pattern than the other apps, it did improve up until the 18th going from 650 ms to

under 450ms, but then again increased to roughly 500ms. Only DotNet and Python have had

a better response time at the end of the experiment than they had at the beginning. The



best performing app was PHP, it only ranged between 510 ms and 550ms during the

experiment, it has shown the least amount of fluctuation and was very stable throughout

the entire period. To show the scale at which these apps performed the following plot gives

a better sign of their response time.

Graph 42: Response Time Performance Overview

It can be clearly seen that NodeJS has had the highest response time followed by Python,

then there are DotNet and PHP which are close, but it can be observed that DotNet is in an

upwards trend and would the experiment had continued it would have had a worse

performance than PHP. This concludes that PHP has performed the best out of all the

applications. Also, there are no sharp increases/decreases that would call for further

investigation as was done for DotNet in the memory and NodeJS in the CPU section.



Now to check the fluctuation of the apps the following plot holds the outliers (dots) and the

confidence interval (grey background), which shows how high/low the fluctuation was.

Graph 43: Response Time Performance Fluctuation

So far PHP was thought to have the best performance and the least amount of fluctuation,

the result shows this to be the case as there are very few outliers and it has stayed stable

within its range, but actually Python has the least amount of outliers but the confidence

interval is higher than PHP making it more “jittery” with higher ranges. Interestingly DotNet

had strong fluctuation, which is on par with NodeJS, the main difference is that DotNet

improved its response time while NodeJS got worse over time, putting it behind DotNet.

As the experiment was designed to run twice daily due to assumed datacentre fluctuations,

it is important to verify if there were any major differences in performance during these two

time periods. As can be seen, there is no clear sign of a big difference in performance

between the morning and afternoon.

Graph 44: Response Time Performance Morning vs. Afternoon



The Welch Two Sample t-test shows the same results as in the memory and CPU section,

there is no difference in the average results between the morning and afternoon. Meaning

the experiment has produced nearly the same results during the difference times of day.

Graph 45: Response Time Performance Morning vs. Afternoon Welch T-Test

The last results to be analysed is the actual way the apps performed during the tests and

how the response time changed in the 7 minutes of testing. The following plot is an excerpt

from the performance registered on April 8th 2022 in the morning, as established before

there is no major difference between the morning and afternoon so the results will not

differ.

Graph 46: Response Time Performance Morning



The first observation that can be made is that DotNet, NodeJS and Python perform

remarkably similar, the response time goes up for the 2 minutes, drops off the following 1,

stays stable for about 2 minutes and then peaks to its maximum by the end of the test run. It

is interesting to see as one might assume after the ramp up it should provide the same

amount of response time until the end of the test, or follow a pattern similar to PHP with a

peak during ramp up and then a decrease in response time as it reached the maximum

amount of users and the application has stabilized. On this day, NodeJS performed very

poorly and went from ~2000 ms to 5000 ms during the load test, Python had a similar

struggle and went from ~2200ms to ~3800ms. DotNet nearly doubled its response time from

500 ms to 900 ms and once again PHP has had the best response time, ranging from 400 ms

to 600 ms.

To corroborate these results and make sure they are valid, not biased or muddled by the

author’s assumptions an independent test has been conducted using a website called

“webpagetest.org”, which is used for testing the response time of web applications. The was

used during a load test and the results can be found in Appendix 18, they have not been



attached to the research paper as the resulting JSON file is nearly 800 pages long, there is a

URL which links to the results.

Graph 47: Response Time Performance Webpagetest.org

The numbers below the respective applications show how long it took for the pages to load,

it needs to be pointed out that the “response time” in this case is much higher than the

figures during the experiment. There are multiple factors, the location used by the provider

is Frankfurt in Germany, the experiment did everything from one location the datacentre

called “North Europe” in Ireland, this “physical” distance makes a significant difference in

the latency. Furthermore, the network speeds would differ and the machines conducting the

request are also different. For these reasons, the response time is higher, but this does not

change the performance of each application, it simply takes longer to retrieve the

information from Irland to Germany than from Ireland to Ireland. There are ways to mitigate

this, using a Content Delivery Network would be one, as explained in the Azure App Service

section, which in simple terms would bring the website to Germany instead of the user

having to go to Ireland, thus reducing the latency. Looking at the results, NodeJS and Python

have the worst performance compared to DotNet and PHP, there is one thing to note and



that is Python had the worst response time where it had fared better than NodeJS so far.

Once again PHP has had the best performance, making it the clear contender in this

category.

Table 8: Response Time Weighted Matrix

Weight DotNet NodeJS PHP Python

Performance

Overall 40% 4 1 5 3

Overall Fluctuation 30% 3 1 5 4

Response Range 20% 4 1 5 3

Webpagetest.org 10% 4 3 5 1

Total 100% 3.7 1.2 5 3.1

Final Results

The final results are comprised out of the three examined categories, namely Memory, CPU

and response time. The results have been gathered and once again put through a weighted

matrix, with the response time being the most important as this is how end-users interact

with the applications. To improve response time tweaks in CPU and Memory need to be

made, thus again making it the most crucial factor, at the same time proving that Memory

and CPU should be given equal weight due to their importance to response time.



Table 9: Final Results Weighted Matrix

Weight DotNet NodeJS PHP Python

Performance

Response Time 40% 3.7 1.2 5 3.1

CPU 20% 1 4.5 4 4.1

Memory 20% 2 2.3 3.9 4.5

Total 100% 2.8 1.84 3.58 2.96

NodeJS had the least preferable results out of all the applications, with a result of 2.5 on a

scale of 1-4 with 1 being the best score. It is followed by DotNet with a score of 2.26 and

Python with 1.9, both having their benefits in different areas but in the end having to submit

to the best performing app, PHP. It has outperformed all the applications with a score of

1.28, the reason being the very strong performance in response time which was the most

important category.

Discussion

The experiment’s aim was to investigate the difference in PaaS hosted applications which

have been written in different code with the expectation that there would be performance

differences between the apps. It has put forward two hypotheses, one being that the

experiment needs to be built in such a manner to avoid fluctuations in the datacentre, the

other one being that even when supplying the exact same resources, the applications will



behave differently. The expectation would be for there to perform equal as all have the same

amount of CPU, Memory, and Networking and are hosted in the same location.

The environment has been set up in such a manner that all apps have the same chance of

performing their best, meaning they have been evaluated against the same number of users

over the same period using the same tools without any changes. The setup itself was not

complex in nature but required a lot of manual work to get the applications deployed and

successfully running. Furthermore, the automation required more steps than expected, the

reason being that the Azure Loadtesting Service is in preview, meaning not generally

available in all Azure locations. This also means there are “kinks” in the service which are

being ironed out and continuously improved, one of the main things missing were the visual

results of the tests which are generally available through JMeter, for this reason the data had

to be handled manually and the graphs created from scratch. JMeter is not known for its

beautifully crafted graphs so the decision was easy to make to use R Programming to process

the data and create the graphs needed to visualize the results. Also, the integration with

Azure DevOps is still suboptimal and extremely limited, there is no way to adjust the number

of instances running the test, this had to be done manually within the Loadtesting Service

itself for each application. Lastly, the server-side results could not be gathered through the

Loadtesting service directly or exported like the client-side results, here a Logic App needed

to be created to retrieve the results every day. Now that the environment had been created

once and the template JSON for it is available through this research, it will be easier for the

next researchers to deploy these. Now to discuss the experiment itself and how the apps

have reacted during the testing.



All applications have reacted differently in the environment and have produced interesting

insights over the 30 days of testing. NodeJS had consumed a lot of memory due to a

memory leak in the application, it has drastically reduced its performance to the point that it

was not able to provide end-users with a smooth experience. On the other hand, DotNet

had increased its CPU consumption to the point that it was running on a very high range

towards the end of the experiment, once again making it not as responsive which again

would have impacted enduser experience. It did fare well in the response time even with the

issues it was facing, while Python did take an unexpected turn in the response time even

though it did well in the other categories. It has worked well in respect to CPU and especially

Memory where it was the best performing out of all the applications. After some additional

research, it seems Python is generally used for back-end server-side setup and JavaScript for

front-end client facing (webinterface), this combination might have performed as well as

PHP as Python was more efficient with its use of resources. PHP had the 3rd worst CPU

performance, meaning it is quite computing intensive but did fare well in its memory usage,

only when put under the load it did consume memory more rapidly than the other apps.

Nonetheless it did provide the highest response time without any fail, making it the

application with the best performance throughout the entire experiment.

After this first experiment it would be advisable to make use of CI/CD (continues Integration,

continues deployment & development) (What Is CI/CD?, n.d.).

Graph 48: CI/CD



This concept is used to ensure that applications get updated constantly to preserve intended

performance or enhance it. Then automate the deployment to make it available to

end-users. This would have made a significant impact on the results for NodeJS and DotNet,

once the issue with the Memory or CPU would have been identified it could have been

reprimanded and ensured the systems run optimally. The Azure App Service has something

called deployment slots, which are used to deploy new versions of the applications without

any downtime. It will upload the new app, having the outdated version running at the same

time, then tests can be run on the new app to check if it performs according to expectation,

in the case of this experiment without memory leaks or CPU zombie processes. Once the

tests have provided sufficient evidence of healthy performance, then the App Service simply

swaps the URLs of the old app with the latest version, then the old one can be discontinued

(cephalin, n.d.). Using these tools the results could have been quite different, looking at

DotNets good response time it could have been a good contender to PHP, had the CPU issue

been addressed during the test.

The second hypothesis covered in this experiment has been proven wrong, it does not

require two tests per day because of datacentre fluctuations. There has been a very minor

discrepancy between the morning and afternoon load tests, the t-test has proven that one

test per day would have supplied sufficient results for analyses. The other factor that should

be considered is cost, this information would have cut the cost of the experiment in half, but



the only way to have gotten this insight is to have a long running experiment such as the one

conducted. Without these tests over a longer period, it would not have been possible to

decide if apps are influenced by the time of day they are used in or if there are actual

performance fluctuations due to increased traffic.

Using the weighted matrix, it made it possible to get a score for the different apps according

to their performance against one another. It has supplied some useful insights, that even if

an application has better CPU and Memory consumption/distribution it does not necessarily

mean it will perform best from a client perspective, see Python. Then again others which

had elevated CPU and Memory usage did perform quite well from client side, see DotNet.

Then there is the one application that has run quite average in the categories of CPU &

Memory has had the best response time, providing end-users with the best possible

experience with low latency.

Conclusion



The experiment conducted in this research supplied a foundation for the measurement of

applications within PaaS services in the Azure Cloud. Furthermore, it helped to get a better

understanding of how such a testing environment can be built to perform load testing on

such apps. It did evaluate the apps performances against each other based on industry

standards and introduced a new method of running the tests in a fully cloud based

environment without any infrastructure requirements. To ensure the integrity of the data

every step was automated again using cloud tools such as Blob Storages, Logic Apps and

DevOps to process and log the results. Furthermore, an extended period has been chosen to

run the experiment, this ensured the integrity of the results and not that they are just a

temporary state caught in a snapshot of a few tests.

The experiment had not predicted that two of the applications would run into memory and

CPU issues, which has influenced the end results. Future experiments should take this into

consideration and make use of CI/CD to ensure all the applications are running as smoothly

as possible. This would have supplied better insights into the efficiency of the apps when

comparing them, but nonetheless it has supplied interesting results due to the amount of

time the experiment ran. Furthermore, the experiment was very narrowly focused on the

Azure App Service, more PaaS services can be tested using this method e.g., containerized

environments such as Docker or Kubernetes. It would pose the question that apps written in

a specific coding language would perform better in other services, NodeJS or Python could

run more efficiently in a container than in the App Service. The environment that was

created for the testing can be transferred to other services for testing, which makes it an

ideal candidate for future research in this area. The cloud already provides an immense

number of services that can help developers with their decisions what the best tool to use



for their applications, the experiment provided another method of testing these services

and evaluating their performance. The experiment has proven this method to be valuable

not only in determining performance but also find issues within the apps themselves which

in turn helps these to be optimized and made more robust for future use.
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Appendix
1 Scale Units Azure App Service

2 Azure App Service Plan

3 ARM Template of Resource Deployment

1. {
2. "$schema": "https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2019-04-01/deploymentTemplate.js

on#",
3.     "contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
4.     "parameters": {
5.         "serverfarms_DBSThesisAppPlanDotNet_name": {
6.             "defaultValue": "DBSThesisAppPlanDotNet",
7.             "type": "String"
8.         }
9.     },
10.     "variables": {},
11.     "resources": [
12.         {



13.             "type": "Microsoft.Web/serverfarms",
14.             "apiVersion": "2021-03-01",
15.             "name": "[parameters('serverfarms_DBSThesisAppPlanDotNet_name')]",
16.             "location": "North Europe",
17.             "sku": {
18.                 "name": "S2",
19.                 "tier": "Standard",
20.                 "size": "S2",
21.                 "family": "S",
22.                 "capacity": 1
23.             },
24.             "kind": "linux",
25.             "properties": {
26.                 "perSiteScaling": false,
27.                 "elasticScaleEnabled": false,
28.                 "maximumElasticWorkerCount": 1,
29.                 "isSpot": false,
30.                 "reserved": true,
31.                 "isXenon": false,
32.                 "hyperV": false,
33.                 "targetWorkerCount": 0,
34.                 "targetWorkerSizeId": 0,
35.                 "zoneRedundant": false
36.             }
37.         }
38.     ]
39. }
40.  

4
{

1. "$schema":

"https://schema.management.azure.com/schemas/2019-04-01/deploymentTemplate.json#",
2. "contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
3. "parameters": {
4. "sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name": {
5. "defaultValue": "DBSThesisWebAppDotNet",
6. "type": "String"
7. },
8. "serverfarms_DBSThesisAppPlanDotNet_externalid": {
9. "defaultValue":

"/subscriptions/xxxx/resourceGroups/DBSThesisWebApps/providers/Microsoft.Web/serverfarms
/DBSThesisAppPlanDotNet",

10. "type": "String"
11. }
12. },
13. "variables": {},
14. "resources": [
15. {
16. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites",
17. "apiVersion": "2021-03-01",
18. "name": "[parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name')]",
19. "location": "North Europe",
20. "kind": "app,linux",
21. "properties": {
22. "enabled": true,
23. "hostNameSslStates": [
24. {
25. "name": "dbsthesiswebappdotnet.azurewebsites.net",
26. "sslState": "Disabled",
27. "hostType": "Standard"
28. },
29. {
30. "name": "dbsthesiswebappdotnet.scm.azurewebsites.net",
31. "sslState": "Disabled",
32. "hostType": "Repository"



33. }
34. ],
35. "serverFarmId":

"[parameters('serverfarms_DBSThesisAppPlanDotNet_externalid')]",
36. "reserved": true,
37. "isXenon": false,
38. "hyperV": false,
39. "siteConfig": {
40. "numberOfWorkers": 1,
41. "linuxFxVersion": "DOTNETCORE|6.0",
42. "acrUseManagedIdentityCreds": false,
43. "alwaysOn": true,
44. "http20Enabled": false,
45. "functionAppScaleLimit": 0,
46. "minimumElasticInstanceCount": 0
47. },
48. "scmSiteAlsoStopped": false,
49. "clientAffinityEnabled": false,
50. "clientCertEnabled": false,
51. "clientCertMode": "Required",
52. "hostNamesDisabled": false,
53. "customDomainVerificationId":

"8CCB949C96BC2C8C1C5B7E05EBD3FBBCA31ACE3FE9E07892E0294C226C515727",
54. "containerSize": 0,
55. "dailyMemoryTimeQuota": 0,
56. "httpsOnly": false,
57. "redundancyMode": "None",
58. "storageAccountRequired": false,
59. "keyVaultReferenceIdentity": "SystemAssigned"
60. }
61. },
62. {
63. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/basicPublishingCredentialsPolicies",
64. "apiVersion": "2021-03-01",
65. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'), '/ftp')]",
66. "location": "North Europe",
67. "dependsOn": [
68. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
69. ],
70. "properties": {
71. "allow": true
72. }
73. },
74. {
75. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/basicPublishingCredentialsPolicies",
76. "apiVersion": "2021-03-01",
77. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'), '/scm')]",
78. "location": "North Europe",
79. "dependsOn": [
80. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
81. ],
82. "properties": {
83. "allow": true
84. }
85. },
86. {
87. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/config",
88. "apiVersion": "2021-03-01",
89. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'), '/web')]",
90. "location": "North Europe",
91. "dependsOn": [
92. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
93. ],
94. "properties": {
95. "numberOfWorkers": 1,
96. "defaultDocuments": [
97. "Default.htm",



98. "Default.html",
99. "Default.asp",
100. "index.htm",
101. "index.html",
102. "iisstart.htm",
103. "default.aspx",
104. "index.php",
105. "hostingstart.html"
106. ],
107. "netFrameworkVersion": "v4.0",
108. "linuxFxVersion": "DOTNETCORE|6.0",
109. "requestTracingEnabled": false,
110. "remoteDebuggingEnabled": false,
111. "httpLoggingEnabled": false,
112. "acrUseManagedIdentityCreds": false,
113. "logsDirectorySizeLimit": 35,
114. "detailedErrorLoggingEnabled": false,
115. "publishingUsername": "$DBSThesisWebAppDotNet",
116. "scmType": "None",
117. "use32BitWorkerProcess": true,
118. "webSocketsEnabled": false,
119. "alwaysOn": true,
120. "managedPipelineMode": "Integrated",
121. "virtualApplications": [
122. {
123. "virtualPath": "/",
124. "physicalPath": "site\\wwwroot",
125. "preloadEnabled": true
126. }
127. ],
128. "loadBalancing": "LeastRequests",
129. "experiments": {
130. "rampUpRules": []
131. },
132. "autoHealEnabled": false,
133. "vnetRouteAllEnabled": false,
134. "vnetPrivatePortsCount": 0,
135. "localMySqlEnabled": false,
136. "ipSecurityRestrictions": [
137. {
138. "ipAddress": "Any",
139. "action": "Allow",
140. "priority": 1,
141. "name": "Allow all",
142. "description": "Allow all access"
143. }
144. ],
145. "scmIpSecurityRestrictions": [
146. {
147. "ipAddress": "Any",
148. "action": "Allow",
149. "priority": 1,
150. "name": "Allow all",
151. "description": "Allow all access"
152. }
153. ],
154. "scmIpSecurityRestrictionsUseMain": false,
155. "http20Enabled": false,
156. "minTlsVersion": "1.2",
157. "scmMinTlsVersion": "1.0",
158. "ftpsState": "AllAllowed",
159. "preWarmedInstanceCount": 0,
160. "functionAppScaleLimit": 0,
161. "functionsRuntimeScaleMonitoringEnabled": false,
162. "minimumElasticInstanceCount": 0,
163. "azureStorageAccounts": {}
164. }
165. },
166. {
167. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/deployments",



168. "apiVersion": "2021-03-01",
169. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/6bcdb184-ca91-4e93-b2aa-dc1b99dad04f')]",
170. "location": "North Europe",
171. "dependsOn": [
172. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
173. ],
174. "properties": {
175. "status": 4,
176. "author_email": "N/A",
177. "author": "VS Code",
178. "deployer": "Push-Deployer",
179. "message": "Created via a push deployment",
180. "start_time": "2022-04-03T15:20:55.0589583Z",
181. "end_time": "2022-04-03T15:20:56.5840794Z",
182. "active": false
183. }
184. },
185. {
186. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/deployments",
187. "apiVersion": "2021-03-01",
188. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/71066b35-109e-41f3-97c7-85ec0d42fd02')]",
189. "location": "North Europe",
190. "dependsOn": [
191. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
192. ],
193. "properties": {
194. "status": 4,
195. "author_email": "N/A",
196. "author": "VS Code",
197. "deployer": "Push-Deployer",
198. "message": "Created via a push deployment",
199. "start_time": "2022-04-03T15:14:31.5774394Z",
200. "end_time": "2022-04-03T15:14:35.7916212Z",
201. "active": false
202. }
203. },
204. {
205. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/deployments",
206. "apiVersion": "2021-03-01",
207. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/78d7dfeb-acc1-4a64-8ea8-368f62dc88ef')]",
208. "location": "North Europe",
209. "dependsOn": [
210. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
211. ],
212. "properties": {
213. "status": 4,
214. "author_email": "N/A",
215. "author": "VS Code",
216. "deployer": "Push-Deployer",
217. "message": "Created via a push deployment",
218. "start_time": "2022-04-03T15:17:57.1928525Z",
219. "end_time": "2022-04-03T15:17:59.1244474Z",
220. "active": false
221. }
222. },
223. {
224. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/deployments",
225. "apiVersion": "2021-03-01",
226. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/f788a2be-6818-4320-8a0a-cfa7be93df51')]",
227. "location": "North Europe",
228. "dependsOn": [
229. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"



230. ],
231. "properties": {
232. "status": 4,
233. "author_email": "N/A",
234. "author": "VS Code",
235. "deployer": "Push-Deployer",
236. "message": "Created via a push deployment",
237. "start_time": "2022-04-03T16:09:19.9011202Z",
238. "end_time": "2022-04-03T16:09:21.4132403Z",
239. "active": true
240. }
241. },
242. {
243. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/hostNameBindings",
244. "apiVersion": "2021-03-01",
245. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'), '/',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'), '.azurewebsites.net')]",
246. "location": "North Europe",
247. "dependsOn": [
248. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
249. ],
250. "properties": {
251. "siteName": "DBSThesisWebAppDotNet",
252. "hostNameType": "Verified"
253. }
254. },
255. {
256. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
257. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
258. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-03T17_57_04_3353467')]",
259. "dependsOn": [
260. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
261. ]
262. },
263. {
264. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
265. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
266. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-03T20_57_04_4263954')]",
267. "dependsOn": [
268. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
269. ]
270. },
271. {
272. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
273. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
274. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-04T05_57_04_6124308')]",
275. "dependsOn": [
276. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
277. ]
278. },
279. {
280. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
281. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
282. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-04T08_57_04_6862579')]",
283. "dependsOn": [
284. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
285. ]
286. },
287. {
288. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
289. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



290. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-04T11_57_04_7547137')]",

291. "dependsOn": [
292. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
293. ]
294. },
295. {
296. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
297. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
298. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-04T14_57_04_7951717')]",
299. "dependsOn": [
300. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
301. ]
302. },
303. {
304. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
305. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
306. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-04T17_57_04_8954694')]",
307. "dependsOn": [
308. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
309. ]
310. },
311. {
312. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
313. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
314. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-04T20_57_04_9648105')]",
315. "dependsOn": [
316. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
317. ]
318. },
319. {
320. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
321. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
322. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-05T05_57_05_1783916')]",
323. "dependsOn": [
324. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
325. ]
326. },
327. {
328. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
329. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
330. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-05T08_57_05_2597595')]",
331. "dependsOn": [
332. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
333. ]
334. },
335. {
336. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
337. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
338. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-05T11_57_05_3359357')]",
339. "dependsOn": [
340. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
341. ]
342. },
343. {
344. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
345. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



346. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-05T14_57_05_3925709')]",

347. "dependsOn": [
348. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
349. ]
350. },
351. {
352. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
353. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
354. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-05T17_57_05_4572556')]",
355. "dependsOn": [
356. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
357. ]
358. },
359. {
360. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
361. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
362. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-05T20_57_05_5666953')]",
363. "dependsOn": [
364. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
365. ]
366. },
367. {
368. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
369. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
370. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-06T05_57_05_7905980')]",
371. "dependsOn": [
372. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
373. ]
374. },
375. {
376. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
377. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
378. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-06T08_57_05_8160651')]",
379. "dependsOn": [
380. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
381. ]
382. },
383. {
384. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
385. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
386. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-06T11_57_05_8739365')]",
387. "dependsOn": [
388. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
389. ]
390. },
391. {
392. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
393. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
394. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-06T14_57_05_9338646')]",
395. "dependsOn": [
396. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
397. ]
398. },
399. {
400. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
401. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



402. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-06T17_57_06_0219485')]",

403. "dependsOn": [
404. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
405. ]
406. },
407. {
408. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
409. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
410. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-06T20_57_06_0882086')]",
411. "dependsOn": [
412. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
413. ]
414. },
415. {
416. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
417. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
418. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-07T05_57_06_3761715')]",
419. "dependsOn": [
420. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
421. ]
422. },
423. {
424. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
425. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
426. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-07T08_57_06_3907517')]",
427. "dependsOn": [
428. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
429. ]
430. },
431. {
432. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
433. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
434. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-07T11_57_06_4478963')]",
435. "dependsOn": [
436. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
437. ]
438. },
439. {
440. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
441. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
442. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-07T14_57_06_5125423')]",
443. "dependsOn": [
444. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
445. ]
446. },
447. {
448. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
449. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
450. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-07T17_57_06_5718199')]",
451. "dependsOn": [
452. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
453. ]
454. },
455. {
456. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
457. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



458. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-07T20_57_06_6351288')]",

459. "dependsOn": [
460. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
461. ]
462. },
463. {
464. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
465. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
466. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-08T05_57_06_8970905')]",
467. "dependsOn": [
468. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
469. ]
470. },
471. {
472. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
473. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
474. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-08T08_57_06_9775733')]",
475. "dependsOn": [
476. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
477. ]
478. },
479. {
480. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
481. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
482. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-08T11_57_07_0536405')]",
483. "dependsOn": [
484. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
485. ]
486. },
487. {
488. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
489. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
490. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-08T14_57_07_1038172')]",
491. "dependsOn": [
492. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
493. ]
494. },
495. {
496. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
497. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
498. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-08T17_57_07_1938049')]",
499. "dependsOn": [
500. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
501. ]
502. },
503. {
504. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
505. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
506. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-08T20_57_07_2712391')]",
507. "dependsOn": [
508. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
509. ]
510. },
511. {
512. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
513. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



514. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-09T05_57_07_4579303')]",

515. "dependsOn": [
516. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
517. ]
518. },
519. {
520. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
521. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
522. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-09T08_57_07_5575084')]",
523. "dependsOn": [
524. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
525. ]
526. },
527. {
528. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
529. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
530. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-09T11_57_07_6202762')]",
531. "dependsOn": [
532. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
533. ]
534. },
535. {
536. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
537. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
538. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-09T14_57_07_7192646')]",
539. "dependsOn": [
540. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
541. ]
542. },
543. {
544. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
545. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
546. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-09T17_57_07_7836746')]",
547. "dependsOn": [
548. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
549. ]
550. },
551. {
552. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
553. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
554. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-09T20_57_07_8453835')]",
555. "dependsOn": [
556. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
557. ]
558. },
559. {
560. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
561. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
562. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-10T05_57_08_0832337')]",
563. "dependsOn": [
564. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
565. ]
566. },
567. {
568. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
569. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



570. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-10T08_57_08_0993135')]",

571. "dependsOn": [
572. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
573. ]
574. },
575. {
576. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
577. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
578. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-10T11_57_08_1821737')]",
579. "dependsOn": [
580. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
581. ]
582. },
583. {
584. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
585. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
586. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-10T14_57_08_2444443')]",
587. "dependsOn": [
588. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
589. ]
590. },
591. {
592. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
593. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
594. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-10T17_57_08_3392174')]",
595. "dependsOn": [
596. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
597. ]
598. },
599. {
600. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
601. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
602. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-10T20_57_08_4181031')]",
603. "dependsOn": [
604. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
605. ]
606. },
607. {
608. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
609. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
610. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-11T05_57_08_6072195')]",
611. "dependsOn": [
612. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
613. ]
614. },
615. {
616. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
617. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
618. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-11T08_57_08_7165001')]",
619. "dependsOn": [
620. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
621. ]
622. },
623. {
624. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
625. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



626. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-11T11_57_08_7764100')]",

627. "dependsOn": [
628. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
629. ]
630. },
631. {
632. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
633. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
634. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-11T14_57_08_8719079')]",
635. "dependsOn": [
636. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
637. ]
638. },
639. {
640. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
641. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
642. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-11T17_57_09_0110827')]",
643. "dependsOn": [
644. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
645. ]
646. },
647. {
648. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
649. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
650. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-11T20_57_09_0105933')]",
651. "dependsOn": [
652. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
653. ]
654. },
655. {
656. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
657. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
658. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-12T05_57_09_2156632')]",
659. "dependsOn": [
660. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
661. ]
662. },
663. {
664. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
665. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
666. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-12T08_57_09_3616593')]",
667. "dependsOn": [
668. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
669. ]
670. },
671. {
672. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
673. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
674. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-12T11_57_09_3546320')]",
675. "dependsOn": [
676. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
677. ]
678. },
679. {
680. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
681. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



682. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-12T14_57_09_4326592')]",

683. "dependsOn": [
684. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
685. ]
686. },
687. {
688. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
689. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
690. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-12T17_57_09_5423498')]",
691. "dependsOn": [
692. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
693. ]
694. },
695. {
696. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
697. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
698. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-12T20_57_09_5615218')]",
699. "dependsOn": [
700. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
701. ]
702. },
703. {
704. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
705. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
706. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-13T03_57_09_7165371')]",
707. "dependsOn": [
708. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
709. ]
710. },
711. {
712. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
713. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
714. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-13T04_57_09_7528355')]",
715. "dependsOn": [
716. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
717. ]
718. },
719. {
720. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
721. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
722. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-13T05_57_09_7841242')]",
723. "dependsOn": [
724. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
725. ]
726. },
727. {
728. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
729. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
730. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-13T06_57_09_8029757')]",
731. "dependsOn": [
732. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
733. ]
734. },
735. {
736. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
737. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



738. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-13T07_57_09_8704681')]",

739. "dependsOn": [
740. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
741. ]
742. },
743. {
744. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
745. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
746. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-13T08_57_09_8653652')]",
747. "dependsOn": [
748. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
749. ]
750. },
751. {
752. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
753. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
754. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-13T09_57_09_8884558')]",
755. "dependsOn": [
756. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
757. ]
758. },
759. {
760. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
761. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
762. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-13T10_57_09_9016885')]",
763. "dependsOn": [
764. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
765. ]
766. },
767. {
768. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
769. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
770. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-13T11_57_09_9352458')]",
771. "dependsOn": [
772. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
773. ]
774. },
775. {
776. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
777. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
778. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-13T12_57_09_9668895')]",
779. "dependsOn": [
780. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
781. ]
782. },
783. {
784. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
785. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
786. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-13T13_57_09_9929906')]",
787. "dependsOn": [
788. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
789. ]
790. },
791. {
792. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
793. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



794. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-13T14_57_10_0045358')]",

795. "dependsOn": [
796. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
797. ]
798. },
799. {
800. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
801. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
802. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-13T15_57_10_0374329')]",
803. "dependsOn": [
804. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
805. ]
806. },
807. {
808. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
809. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
810. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-13T16_57_10_0540273')]",
811. "dependsOn": [
812. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
813. ]
814. },
815. {
816. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
817. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
818. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-13T17_57_10_0696299')]",
819. "dependsOn": [
820. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
821. ]
822. },
823. {
824. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
825. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
826. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-13T18_57_10_0950024')]",
827. "dependsOn": [
828. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
829. ]
830. },
831. {
832. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
833. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
834. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-13T19_57_10_1030625')]",
835. "dependsOn": [
836. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
837. ]
838. },
839. {
840. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
841. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
842. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-13T20_57_10_1298680')]",
843. "dependsOn": [
844. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
845. ]
846. },
847. {
848. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
849. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



850. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-13T21_57_10_1361583')]",

851. "dependsOn": [
852. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
853. ]
854. },
855. {
856. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
857. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
858. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-13T22_57_10_1615523')]",
859. "dependsOn": [
860. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
861. ]
862. },
863. {
864. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
865. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
866. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-13T23_57_10_1929324')]",
867. "dependsOn": [
868. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
869. ]
870. },
871. {
872. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
873. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
874. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T00_57_10_2063391')]",
875. "dependsOn": [
876. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
877. ]
878. },
879. {
880. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
881. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
882. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T01_57_10_2450908')]",
883. "dependsOn": [
884. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
885. ]
886. },
887. {
888. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
889. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
890. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T02_57_10_2814834')]",
891. "dependsOn": [
892. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
893. ]
894. },
895. {
896. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
897. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
898. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T03_57_10_2657572')]",
899. "dependsOn": [
900. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
901. ]
902. },
903. {
904. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
905. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



906. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-14T04_57_10_3398917')]",

907. "dependsOn": [
908. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
909. ]
910. },
911. {
912. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
913. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
914. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T05_57_10_3386913')]",
915. "dependsOn": [
916. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
917. ]
918. },
919. {
920. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
921. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
922. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T06_57_10_3297283')]",
923. "dependsOn": [
924. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
925. ]
926. },
927. {
928. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
929. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
930. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T07_57_10_3577481')]",
931. "dependsOn": [
932. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
933. ]
934. },
935. {
936. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
937. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
938. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T08_57_10_3747758')]",
939. "dependsOn": [
940. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
941. ]
942. },
943. {
944. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
945. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
946. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T09_57_10_3987319')]",
947. "dependsOn": [
948. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
949. ]
950. },
951. {
952. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
953. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
954. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T10_57_10_4339253')]",
955. "dependsOn": [
956. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
957. ]
958. },
959. {
960. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
961. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



962. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-14T11_57_10_4854076')]",

963. "dependsOn": [
964. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
965. ]
966. },
967. {
968. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
969. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
970. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T12_57_10_4750909')]",
971. "dependsOn": [
972. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
973. ]
974. },
975. {
976. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
977. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
978. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T13_57_10_4931466')]",
979. "dependsOn": [
980. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
981. ]
982. },
983. {
984. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
985. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
986. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T14_57_10_5142207')]",
987. "dependsOn": [
988. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
989. ]
990. },
991. {
992. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
993. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
994. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T15_57_10_5443258')]",
995. "dependsOn": [
996. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
997. ]
998. },
999. {
1000. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1001. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1002. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T16_57_10_5901963')]",
1003. "dependsOn": [
1004. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1005. ]
1006. },
1007. {
1008. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1009. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1010. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T17_57_10_6041690')]",
1011. "dependsOn": [
1012. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1013. ]
1014. },
1015. {
1016. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1017. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



1018. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-14T18_57_10_6189259')]",

1019. "dependsOn": [
1020. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1021. ]
1022. },
1023. {
1024. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1025. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1026. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T19_57_10_6543009')]",
1027. "dependsOn": [
1028. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1029. ]
1030. },
1031. {
1032. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1033. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1034. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T20_57_10_6593620')]",
1035. "dependsOn": [
1036. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1037. ]
1038. },
1039. {
1040. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1041. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1042. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T21_57_10_6809729')]",
1043. "dependsOn": [
1044. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1045. ]
1046. },
1047. {
1048. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1049. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1050. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T22_57_10_7046757')]",
1051. "dependsOn": [
1052. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1053. ]
1054. },
1055. {
1056. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1057. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1058. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-14T23_57_10_7212112')]",
1059. "dependsOn": [
1060. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1061. ]
1062. },
1063. {
1064. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1065. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1066. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T00_57_10_7382940')]",
1067. "dependsOn": [
1068. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1069. ]
1070. },
1071. {
1072. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1073. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



1074. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-15T01_57_10_7923827')]",

1075. "dependsOn": [
1076. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1077. ]
1078. },
1079. {
1080. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1081. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1082. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T02_57_10_8232551')]",
1083. "dependsOn": [
1084. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1085. ]
1086. },
1087. {
1088. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1089. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1090. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T03_57_10_8308428')]",
1091. "dependsOn": [
1092. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1093. ]
1094. },
1095. {
1096. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1097. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1098. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T04_57_10_8818731')]",
1099. "dependsOn": [
1100. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1101. ]
1102. },
1103. {
1104. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1105. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1106. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T05_57_10_8871555')]",
1107. "dependsOn": [
1108. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1109. ]
1110. },
1111. {
1112. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1113. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1114. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T06_57_10_9046545')]",
1115. "dependsOn": [
1116. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1117. ]
1118. },
1119. {
1120. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1121. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1122. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T07_57_10_9237507')]",
1123. "dependsOn": [
1124. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1125. ]
1126. },
1127. {
1128. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1129. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



1130. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-15T08_57_10_9685838')]",

1131. "dependsOn": [
1132. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1133. ]
1134. },
1135. {
1136. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1137. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1138. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T09_57_10_9975202')]",
1139. "dependsOn": [
1140. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1141. ]
1142. },
1143. {
1144. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1145. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1146. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T10_57_11_0199186')]",
1147. "dependsOn": [
1148. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1149. ]
1150. },
1151. {
1152. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1153. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1154. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T11_57_11_0513833')]",
1155. "dependsOn": [
1156. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1157. ]
1158. },
1159. {
1160. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1161. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1162. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T12_57_11_0780770')]",
1163. "dependsOn": [
1164. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1165. ]
1166. },
1167. {
1168. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1169. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1170. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T13_57_11_0967514')]",
1171. "dependsOn": [
1172. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1173. ]
1174. },
1175. {
1176. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1177. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1178. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T14_57_11_1234831')]",
1179. "dependsOn": [
1180. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1181. ]
1182. },
1183. {
1184. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1185. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



1186. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-15T15_57_11_1671346')]",

1187. "dependsOn": [
1188. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1189. ]
1190. },
1191. {
1192. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1193. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1194. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T16_57_11_1682827')]",
1195. "dependsOn": [
1196. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1197. ]
1198. },
1199. {
1200. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1201. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1202. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T17_57_11_2317294')]",
1203. "dependsOn": [
1204. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1205. ]
1206. },
1207. {
1208. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1209. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1210. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T18_57_11_2535031')]",
1211. "dependsOn": [
1212. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1213. ]
1214. },
1215. {
1216. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1217. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1218. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T19_57_11_2477955')]",
1219. "dependsOn": [
1220. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1221. ]
1222. },
1223. {
1224. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1225. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1226. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T20_57_11_2981241')]",
1227. "dependsOn": [
1228. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1229. ]
1230. },
1231. {
1232. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1233. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1234. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T21_57_11_3232636')]",
1235. "dependsOn": [
1236. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1237. ]
1238. },
1239. {
1240. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1241. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



1242. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-15T22_57_11_2985154')]",

1243. "dependsOn": [
1244. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1245. ]
1246. },
1247. {
1248. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1249. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1250. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-15T23_57_11_3203375')]",
1251. "dependsOn": [
1252. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1253. ]
1254. },
1255. {
1256. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1257. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1258. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T00_57_11_3202121')]",
1259. "dependsOn": [
1260. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1261. ]
1262. },
1263. {
1264. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1265. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1266. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T01_57_11_3690341')]",
1267. "dependsOn": [
1268. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1269. ]
1270. },
1271. {
1272. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1273. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1274. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T02_57_11_3764814')]",
1275. "dependsOn": [
1276. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1277. ]
1278. },
1279. {
1280. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1281. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1282. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T03_57_11_4141073')]",
1283. "dependsOn": [
1284. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1285. ]
1286. },
1287. {
1288. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1289. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1290. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T04_57_11_4209227')]",
1291. "dependsOn": [
1292. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1293. ]
1294. },
1295. {
1296. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1297. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



1298. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-16T05_57_11_4276447')]",

1299. "dependsOn": [
1300. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1301. ]
1302. },
1303. {
1304. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1305. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1306. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T06_57_11_5057468')]",
1307. "dependsOn": [
1308. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1309. ]
1310. },
1311. {
1312. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1313. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1314. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T07_57_11_4999006')]",
1315. "dependsOn": [
1316. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1317. ]
1318. },
1319. {
1320. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1321. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1322. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T08_57_11_5208711')]",
1323. "dependsOn": [
1324. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1325. ]
1326. },
1327. {
1328. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1329. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1330. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T09_57_11_5673513')]",
1331. "dependsOn": [
1332. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1333. ]
1334. },
1335. {
1336. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1337. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1338. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T10_57_11_5773029')]",
1339. "dependsOn": [
1340. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1341. ]
1342. },
1343. {
1344. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1345. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1346. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T11_57_11_5853010')]",
1347. "dependsOn": [
1348. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1349. ]
1350. },
1351. {
1352. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1353. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



1354. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-16T12_57_11_6032911')]",

1355. "dependsOn": [
1356. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1357. ]
1358. },
1359. {
1360. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1361. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1362. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T13_57_11_6179211')]",
1363. "dependsOn": [
1364. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1365. ]
1366. },
1367. {
1368. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1369. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1370. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T14_57_11_6639583')]",
1371. "dependsOn": [
1372. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1373. ]
1374. },
1375. {
1376. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1377. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1378. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T15_57_11_6801464')]",
1379. "dependsOn": [
1380. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1381. ]
1382. },
1383. {
1384. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1385. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1386. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T16_57_11_7333308')]",
1387. "dependsOn": [
1388. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1389. ]
1390. },
1391. {
1392. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1393. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1394. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T17_57_11_7192011')]",
1395. "dependsOn": [
1396. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1397. ]
1398. },
1399. {
1400. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1401. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1402. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T18_57_11_7436964')]",
1403. "dependsOn": [
1404. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1405. ]
1406. },
1407. {
1408. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1409. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



1410. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-16T19_57_11_7780932')]",

1411. "dependsOn": [
1412. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1413. ]
1414. },
1415. {
1416. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1417. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1418. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T20_57_11_8002274')]",
1419. "dependsOn": [
1420. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1421. ]
1422. },
1423. {
1424. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1425. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1426. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T21_57_11_8127740')]",
1427. "dependsOn": [
1428. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1429. ]
1430. },
1431. {
1432. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1433. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1434. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T22_57_11_8484838')]",
1435. "dependsOn": [
1436. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1437. ]
1438. },
1439. {
1440. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1441. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1442. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-16T23_57_11_8564434')]",
1443. "dependsOn": [
1444. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1445. ]
1446. },
1447. {
1448. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1449. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1450. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-17T00_57_11_8901478')]",
1451. "dependsOn": [
1452. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1453. ]
1454. },
1455. {
1456. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1457. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1458. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-17T01_57_11_8930850')]",
1459. "dependsOn": [
1460. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1461. ]
1462. },
1463. {
1464. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1465. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



1466. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-17T02_57_11_9156710')]",

1467. "dependsOn": [
1468. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1469. ]
1470. },
1471. {
1472. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1473. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1474. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-17T03_57_11_9493252')]",
1475. "dependsOn": [
1476. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1477. ]
1478. },
1479. {
1480. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1481. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1482. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-17T04_57_11_9899630')]",
1483. "dependsOn": [
1484. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1485. ]
1486. },
1487. {
1488. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1489. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1490. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-17T05_57_11_9876007')]",
1491. "dependsOn": [
1492. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1493. ]
1494. },
1495. {
1496. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1497. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1498. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-17T06_57_12_0125914')]",
1499. "dependsOn": [
1500. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1501. ]
1502. },
1503. {
1504. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1505. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1506. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-17T07_57_12_0694917')]",
1507. "dependsOn": [
1508. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1509. ]
1510. },
1511. {
1512. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1513. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1514. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-17T08_57_12_0805944')]",
1515. "dependsOn": [
1516. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1517. ]
1518. },
1519. {
1520. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1521. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",



1522. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),
'/2022-04-17T09_57_12_0908447')]",

1523. "dependsOn": [
1524. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1525. ]
1526. },
1527. {
1528. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1529. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1530. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-17T10_57_12_1091523')]",
1531. "dependsOn": [
1532. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1533. ]
1534. },
1535. {
1536. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1537. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1538. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-17T11_57_12_1559021')]",
1539. "dependsOn": [
1540. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1541. ]
1542. },
1543. {
1544. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1545. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1546. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-17T12_57_12_1842556')]",
1547. "dependsOn": [
1548. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1549. ]
1550. },
1551. {
1552. "type": "Microsoft.Web/sites/snapshots",
1553. "apiVersion": "2015-08-01",
1554. "name": "[concat(parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'),

'/2022-04-17T13_57_12_2370833')]",
1555. "dependsOn": [
1556. "[resourceId('Microsoft.Web/sites',

parameters('sites_DBSThesisWebAppDotNet_name'))]"
1557. ]
1558. }
1559. ]
1560. }
1561.  

5 NodeJS vs .Net

6 HTML



1. <div>
2. <h1 style="color: #5e9ca0;">This website is being used for testing purposes!</h1>
3. <p>Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor

incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud
exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur.
Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt
mollit anim id est laborum.</p>

4. </div>
5.  
6. <div>
7. <p>This is a <span style="background-color: #2b2301; color: #fff; display: inline-block;

padding: 3px 10px; font-weight: bold; border-radius: 5px;">Button</span></p>
8. </div>
9.  
10. <div>
11. <h2 style="color: #2e6c80;">Here are some pictures:</h2>
12. <br>
13. <img style="display: block;"

src="https://images.unsplash.com/photo-1530133532239-eda6f53fcf0f?ixlib=rb-1.2.1&ixid=Mn
wxMjA3fDB8MHxwaG90by1wYWdlfHx8fGVufDB8fHx8&auto=format&fit=crop&w=1074&q=80" width="500"
/>

14. </div>
15. <div>
16. <img style="display: block;"

src="https://images.unsplash.com/photo-1632239776255-0a7f24814df2?ixlib=rb-1.2.1&ixid=Mn
wxMjA3fDB8MHxwaG90by1wYWdlfHx8fGVufDB8fHx8&auto=format&fit=crop&w=1171&q=80" width="500"
/>

17. </div>
18.  
19. <div>
20. <p><h2 style="color: #2e6c80; float: left;">Here are some videos:</h2><p/>
21. <br><br><br>
22. <p><iframe title="YouTube video player" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/jCfJWYocz1M"

width="560" height="315" frameborder="0" allowfullscreen="allowfullscreen"></iframe><p/>
23. <p><iframe width="560" height="315" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/QdI_BJHMadU"

title="YouTube video player" frameborder="0" allow="accelerometer; autoplay;
clipboard-write; encrypted-media; gyroscope; picture-in-picture"
allowfullscreen></iframe><p/>

24. </div>

7 Visual Studio Code



8 Failed Ping

9 JMeter Script

1. <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2. <jmeterTestPlan version="1.2" properties="5.0" jmeter="5.4.1">
3.  <hashTree>
4.    <TestPlan guiclass="TestPlanGui" testclass="TestPlan" testname="Azure Load Testing

Quickstart" enabled="true">
5.      <stringProp name="TestPlan.comments"></stringProp>
6.      <boolProp name="TestPlan.functional_mode">false</boolProp>
7.      <boolProp name="TestPlan.tearDown_on_shutdown">true</boolProp>



8.      <boolProp name="TestPlan.serialize_threadgroups">false</boolProp>
9.      <elementProp name="TestPlan.user_defined_variables" elementType="Arguments"

guiclass="ArgumentsPanel" testclass="Arguments" testname="User Defined Variables"
enabled="true">

10.        <collectionProp name="Arguments.arguments"/>
11.      </elementProp>
12.      <stringProp name="TestPlan.user_define_classpath"></stringProp>
13.    </TestPlan>
14.    <hashTree>
15.      <ThreadGroup guiclass="ThreadGroupGui" testclass="ThreadGroup" testname="Thread

Group" enabled="true">
16.        <stringProp name="ThreadGroup.on_sample_error">continue</stringProp>
17.        <elementProp name="ThreadGroup.main_controller" elementType="LoopController"

guiclass="LoopControlPanel" testclass="LoopController" testname="Loop Controller"
enabled="true">

18.          <boolProp name="LoopController.continue_forever">false</boolProp>
19.          <intProp name="LoopController.loops">-1</intProp>
20.        </elementProp>
21.        <stringProp name="ThreadGroup.num_threads">250</stringProp>
22.        <stringProp name="ThreadGroup.ramp_time">10</stringProp>
23.        <boolProp name="ThreadGroup.scheduler">true</boolProp>
24.        <stringProp name="ThreadGroup.duration">420</stringProp>
25.        <stringProp name="ThreadGroup.delay">5</stringProp>
26.        <boolProp name="ThreadGroup.same_user_on_next_iteration">true</boolProp>
27.      </ThreadGroup>
28.      <hashTree>
29.        <HTTPSamplerProxy guiclass="HttpTestSampleGui" testclass="HTTPSamplerProxy"

testname="Homepage" enabled="true">
30.          <elementProp name="HTTPsampler.Arguments" elementType="Arguments"

guiclass="HTTPArgumentsPanel" testclass="Arguments" testname="User Defined Variables"
enabled="true">

31.            <collectionProp name="Arguments.arguments"/>
32.          </elementProp>
33.          <stringProp

name="HTTPSampler.domain">dbsthesiswebappdotnet.azurewebsites.net</stringProp>
34.          <stringProp name="HTTPSampler.port"></stringProp>
35.          <stringProp name="HTTPSampler.protocol"></stringProp>
36.          <stringProp name="HTTPSampler.contentEncoding"></stringProp>
37.          <stringProp name="HTTPSampler.path"></stringProp>
38.          <stringProp name="HTTPSampler.method">GET</stringProp>
39.          <boolProp name="HTTPSampler.follow_redirects">true</boolProp>
40.          <boolProp name="HTTPSampler.auto_redirects">false</boolProp>
41.          <boolProp name="HTTPSampler.use_keepalive">true</boolProp>
42.          <boolProp name="HTTPSampler.DO_MULTIPART_POST">false</boolProp>
43.          <stringProp name="HTTPSampler.embedded_url_re"></stringProp>
44.          <stringProp name="HTTPSampler.connect_timeout"></stringProp>
45.          <stringProp name="HTTPSampler.response_timeout"></stringProp>
46.        </HTTPSamplerProxy>
47.        <hashTree/>
48.      </hashTree>
49.    </hashTree>
50.  </hashTree>
51. </jmeterTestPlan>

10 Limitation of Azure Load Balancer Users



11 Load Types
(https://medium.com/@logicify/how-to-choose-the-number-of-threads-for-an-apache-jmeter-t
est-plan-427cf615d1c9)

https://medium.com/@logicify/how-to-choose-the-number-of-threads-for-an-apache-jmeter-test-plan-427cf615d1c9
https://medium.com/@logicify/how-to-choose-the-number-of-threads-for-an-apache-jmeter-test-plan-427cf615d1c9


Appendix 12 Schedule

Appendix 13 Load Test YAML

1. version: v0.1
2. testName: DotNetLoadTest
3. testPlan: DotNetJmeter.jmx
4. description: Load test website home page
5. engineInstances: 2

Appendix 14 Blob Container with test results



Appendix 15 Logic App Code

{
"definition": {

"$schema":
"https://schema.management.azure.com/providers/Microsoft.Logic/schemas/2016-06-01/workflowdefinition.json#
",

"actions": {
"Create_CSV_table": {

"inputs": {
"format": "CSV",
"from": "@body('Run_query_and_list_results')?['value']"

},
"runAfter": {

"Run_query_and_list_results": [
"Succeeded"

]
},
"type": "Table"

},
"Create_CSV_table_2": {

"inputs": {
"format": "CSV",
"from": "@body('Run_query_and_list_results_2')?['value']"

},
"runAfter": {

"Run_query_and_list_results_2": [
"Succeeded"

]
},
"type": "Table"

},
"Create_file": {

"inputs": {
"body": "@body('Create_CSV_table')",
"headers": {

"ReadFileMetadataFromServer": true
},
"host": {

"connection": {
"name": "@parameters('$connections')['azurefile']['connectionId']"

}
},



"method": "post",
"path": "/datasets/default/files",
"queries": {

"folderPath": "/serversideresults",
"name": "@{concat('cpu',utcNow('yyyMMddTHH'),'.csv')}",
"queryParametersSingleEncoded": true

}
},
"runAfter": {

"Create_CSV_table": [
"Succeeded"

]
},
"runtimeConfiguration": {

"contentTransfer": {
"transferMode": "Chunked"

},
"staticResult": {

"name": "Create_file1",
"staticResultOptions": "Disabled"

}
},
"type": "ApiConnection"

},
"Create_file_2": {

"inputs": {
"body": "@body('Create_CSV_table_2')",
"headers": {

"ReadFileMetadataFromServer": true
},
"host": {

"connection": {
"name": "@parameters('$connections')['azurefile']['connectionId']"

}
},
"method": "post",
"path": "/datasets/default/files",
"queries": {

"folderPath": "/serversideresults",
"name": "@{concat('mem',utcNow('yyyMMddTHH'),'.csv')}",
"queryParametersSingleEncoded": true

}
},
"runAfter": {

"Create_CSV_table_2": [
"Succeeded"

]
},
"runtimeConfiguration": {

"contentTransfer": {
"transferMode": "Chunked"

}
},
"type": "ApiConnection"

},
"Run_query_and_list_results": {

"inputs": {
"body": "AzureMetrics\n| where MetricName == \"CpuPercentage\"",
"host": {

"connection": {
"name": "@parameters('$connections')['azuremonitorlogs']['connectionId']"

}
},
"method": "post",



"path": "/queryData",
"queries": {

"resourcegroups": "DefaultResourceGroup-NEU",
"resourcename": "DefaultWorkspace-xxx-NEU",
"resourcetype": "Log Analytics Workspace",
"subscriptions": "xxx",
"timerange": "Last hour"

}
},
"runAfter": {},
"type": "ApiConnection"

},
"Run_query_and_list_results_2": {

"inputs": {
"body": "AzureMetrics\n| where MetricName == \"MemoryPercentage\"",
"host": {

"connection": {
"name": "@parameters('$connections')['azuremonitorlogs']['connectionId']"

}
},
"method": "post",
"path": "/queryData",
"queries": {

"resourcegroups": "DefaultResourceGroup-NEU",
"resourcename": "DefaultWorkspace-xxxxxxxx",
"resourcetype": "Log Analytics Workspace",
"subscriptions": "xxxx",
"timerange": "Last hour"

}
},
"runAfter": {

"Create_file": [
"Succeeded"

]
},
"type": "ApiConnection"

}
},
"contentVersion": "1.0.0.0",
"outputs": {},
"parameters": {

"$connections": {
"defaultValue": {},
"type": "Object"

}
},
"staticResults": {

"Create_file1": {
"outputs": {

"headers": {},
"statusCode": "OK"

},
"status": "Succeeded"

}
},
"triggers": {

"Recurrence": {
"evaluatedRecurrence": {

"frequency": "Day",
"interval": 1,
"schedule": {

"hours": [
"8",
"9",



"16",
"17",
"10",
"18"

]
},
"timeZone": "GMT Standard Time"

},
"recurrence": {

"frequency": "Day",
"interval": 1,
"schedule": {

"hours": [
"8",
"9",
"16",
"17",
"10",
"18"

]
},
"timeZone": "GMT Standard Time"

},
"type": "Recurrence"

}
}

},
"parameters": {

"$connections": {
"value": {

"azurefile": {
"connectionId":

"/subscriptions/xxxx/resourceGroups/DBSThesisWebApps/providers/Microsoft.Web/connections/azurefile",
"connectionName": "azurefile",
"id": "/subscriptions/xxxx/providers/Microsoft.Web/locations/northeurope/managedApis/azurefile"

},
"azuremonitorlogs": {

"connectionId":
"/subscriptions/xxxx/resourceGroups/DBSThesisWebApps/providers/Microsoft.Web/connections/azuremonitorlog
s",

"connectionName": "azuremonitorlogs",
"id":

"/subscriptions/xxxx/providers/Microsoft.Web/locations/northeurope/managedApis/azuremonitorlogs"
}

}
}

}
}

Appendix 16 CPU Memory Leak NodeJS





Appendix 17 CPU Processes over time DotNet



Appendix 18 Webpagetest.org results JSON

https://www.webpagetest.org/jsonResult.php?test=220411_AiDcSV_68H&pretty=1

https://www.webpagetest.org/jsonResult.php?test=220411_AiDcSV_68H&pretty=1


Appendix 19 Declaration of Transparency

Declaration of Transparency

I Daniel Silva, confirm that the opinions expressed in this study are solemnly my own and do
not represent Microsoft’s opinion in any form.

The result of the study have been analysed using statistical methods and are free of any bias
when interpretation was not required. The gathered data will be publicly available in order
to further provide evidence of transparency

Daniel Silva


